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Abstract

The ef'i'ccts of the instruction of report text
structure on students

1

com11rehension of' expository

materinl wit!J :familiar m1d unfamiliar topics was
investir;ated in both the sl10rt and lone term.
Two comr1rehcnsion measures \'lere useci (ability to
restructure ;m unstructured report text through
written composition,

and written recall of f'acts) •

•

i'·orty two Year Three students h'ere matched in
comprehension ability bru:;ed on initinl general

com;1rehc:nsion 1•':rformul1C1! in a

standardized test,

and \'lerc assianetl to ei tlwr an Experimental eroup
whicll received text structure instruction,
Gontrol

~~roup

J:c~ults

indicated that the

which received no

or a

special instruction.

instru,~tion

and practise

in rc,1ort text structure cnhdnced ::;tudcnts 1 comprehension
in tcnrw of'

ora~mizint;

expository report

ttnd rostrncturinr.;- unstructured

texts nsin;'; bot..h i'amiliar antl

Hnfn11dliar to:)ic r:latnrial lu both tho short nnd .lone
tcnu.

.;imilar

rc~;ul

roc:.ll of' .l'nets.
::;ti'ul;t;nro

or

f'ar~l:ti

wntcJ~ia1

ts \\'() ~~,. not found

;~nn!)'su::;

revealed

ill

thai.

in:;t:ructinn did tl(Jt enltallr.:e

'"ri t ten
text

tlte number

rcenll(!cl u:;lllg ei tlwr t':,milinr or nni'amilinl'
1

in citlH!r tile s110rt or lone· term.
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CHAPTBH 1
INTRODUCTION AND
STA'fJ~H~NT

OF THE l'ROBLI<;N

Introduction
'!'his study sought to compare the comprehension

of expository texts in children in Junior primary
school, bef'ore anti after they had been taught

expository text structure.

The f'ollowine Uiscussion

provides n context £or the research.

Background to the Problem
It is a wide+y accepted principle that

chiltlren must be able to comprehend antl produce
cxposi tory \.,.ri ting 'if' they are to be successful at

school.

Indeed, much of' what chil11ren learn in

school originates f'rom textbooks which are
gone rally

\1Ti

t ten in expository form and cover

informational material.

The expository style of'

writinG nsed in many textlJooks,
by clcr.ll!llts such as;

diff'icuJ.t concepts,
sentences,

is often charactcriz!:ld

nnf'a1:1ilinr ar(:las of' in.forrnntion,
technical vocabulary,

sophisticated syntax,

lone-

and n hierarchical

pattern of main and supporting idons {f.~eycr, 1975;
Taylor,

1~132}.

stUJitblin(~

Uencrally,

bloc!~

'fhis st.::lc of writinG presents u
to compretwnsion in many children.

chilLircn

CXJH~riencc

UiJ'f'icul ty in

tut• I crs tnnd inc nnd rmnemhcri!lg expository mn torinl.

2

This view is supported by a number of studies in the
area of reading comprehension ( I•'lood, 1986; MutJ:l,

1987a;Taylor & B~ach, 1984).

Nelms and Kewby (IY35)

report that, often the reading records of children
who are considered ef'f'ective readers decline
considerably \'ihen exposition is introduced.

This

does not mean that children suddenly llave difficulty
decoding symbols to sounds--they have no di:ff'icul ty

What it does mean is that they

doing- that at all.

encounter difficulty in attackinr,- the text to

construct meaning.
understood.
~·

Thus the material is not

f.laterial which is not unllerstood is

likely to be remembered than material that is

understood.

The recoG'J1ition of' the text's structure by
a render facilitates the compre)lQnsion of' expository
material {FlooJ,

1986).

Dartlett (1982, p. 75)

agrees with this idea by statinrr,
exposition,

text structure is n

a writer's messaae.

"thus, in

l~ey

to understandin{1'

11

Perhaps one reason Nhy childrc!n do not recot;ni:-:e
expository text structure is that they nre tr:-tditiona!ly
taught f'ror.1 narrative texts, '\'hich have a dL.;tinct
structnrc and Grammar of' their own, and which differ

J
markedly from those of' various expository texts.
In fact,

expository text structure can be described

in terms of its contrast to narrative structure.
The narrative structure comprises setting, initiating
event,

complication and resolution (Sloan & Latham, 1989).

J~xpository

text does not have the same structure.

It

is usual for the ideas in exposition to be hierarchically
ordered with text characteristics \V"hich emphasize

the important ideas and sicrnal aspects of' the
structure to the reader (Armbruster, 1984).

Hepetitious exposure to narratives in the early
grades enables children to develop story schemata
based on '"hat they have come to lcnO\.,r about narratives.
These schemata are orgunized into a cognitive framework and are called upon by e:ff'ective readers for
mcaningf'ul interpretation of the text.

If', hO\V'cVcr,

rea<.JinG material is confined to narratives,

tho

transition to expository form can be :frau15ht with
l'roblems.

Flood

{1986,

p. 7~1~)

matter textbooks pose tho
readc~rs

sut~ltosts

bicg1~st

thllt ''subject

challenge for young

beinG \V'eane<.J i'rom a diet of stories."

is import;tJlt then,

It

that younc childre11 need to be

similarly CX!lOsccl to expository texts to

(~nabla

tllcm

to develop appropriate schemata which they call brineto bear Oll different kinds of expository material.

,,
The prior· know·loclrre of' ex1Josi tory text; Structure

plays an importar.t part in comprehension, by
readily allmiTing children to organize input from

the text.

Thus the structure acts as a trigger

f'or the reuder to store inf'ormatipn systematica;Lly

as he reads (Meyer, 1975 J. Ho\vever, in the

• narY' a ti ves to C!Xl,dSi tvry text
tPuns1.tion :from

1

children need explicit conprolwnsion instruction

and not just repeated exposure to expository texts.
A survey of' the literature relatinrr to this area
SU6gests, ho,,·ever,

th~t

explicit instruction in

comprehension rarP.ly occurs (Tierney & Cunningham, 1984).

Knm•:ledr;e of' cxposi tory text structure should
nnt be

coni't.H>e•~

tc.•xt.

Cc.lf'ee and Curley (1984, p.J.C3) d~scribc tile

:~tructure

\.;itJ, l.:no\.;lcdge of' tlw co:1tent or

t}l(;:

as ••analogous to the outline--the bare-bones

of' the passage.

11

Content is the topic of the text.

The two toecthcr pro'"\":i.~.v: a strong basis fur ease o:f
compreltonsion 1 because t!•e·....Z."Cader who has both
sourcf~6

of' sto.L'r:cl

i~~··nl'J,d;t.ion

]i;_,s moJ'I•

to brine to

Kintsch (in Singer 1982, p.105) sugGests

three c:·i teria f'or

untlerstandin~

expository prose,

5
namely,

(a) kn01vledge of the specif'ic topil!,

(b) knDldng whnt Eind how to apply stratee-ies f'or

processinG exposition,

and (c) an ability to

construct an overa'll frumeworl< or

to the exposition being reall.

1

gis_t • spccif'ic

In this study, it

\V"as hypothesized that the ability- to detect text

structure, without the benefit of' topic familiarity,
would affect comprehension.

If comprehension was

improved, then that improvement could decidedly be

attributed to kno,vledge of structure, rather than
to a:n ability to comprehend because of' topic
familiarity.

Children in Year Three were chosen for this
study because research,
done with

ol1.~er

to date, hns mainly been

readers in upper grades.

agree that- young children's ability to

Hes~archers

comiJrchc~d

expository text has been neglected (Huth, 1987b;
Taylor, 1982}.

Heasons for this ncclcct are varied.

Some researchers have asserted thnt younl; children

are not cot;nitively rendy J'or comprchondine
exposition {3nl~l~rt r~ !lieiJert, 1~84;
!>iason (19Bl~)

l•'lond,

1986).

contended that many teachers do not

see the need to introduce cxposi tory mnt•!!'ial to
ch.ildrcn in Junior primary school--they
work \1ith narratives.

Hence,

the

prcf,~r

neccs~.otrY

to

s!..;:ills

6
f'or dealing with expository texts are simply not
taught in the early grades.

Present Study

This study was based on three theoretically
driven assumptions, as follows:

1. Skills

~or

recognizing and using expository

text structure can be taught to Year Three children.
2. Text structure kno1iledge of readers will
affect their comprehension of' expository prose.

3· As a consequence of acquiring text structure
knowledge 1 readers h"ho are unfamiliar with the

topic 1vill be able to comprehend expository text
better than readers 1vithout the knowledge of text

structure.

Statement of the Problem
The problem central to this study was concerned
with the resolution of some of the different
reasons postul.a ted for the dif'f'icul ty children
have in understanding expository texts.

It is argued

by some that i t is a lack of' ability, and by others a
lack of' knoh·ledge {Flood, 1986i Nason,

19~4).

This

study was directed at exploring the notion that i t
is a lack of' knO\..rleda;e and not ability that causes
the dif'f'iculty that children have in understanding

7
expository texts.

Purpose of the Study
•.

A reader's prior knowledge is deemed to include
knOliTledge of' text structure.

Thus,

the nw.jor

purpose of this study '"'as to investigate the cff'ect

of' prior knmll'ledge of expository text structure on
reading comprehension in Year Three children.

'.1'\.,..o

aspects of readine comprehension ,.,.ere investigated,
namely,

(a) transf'ormationnl comprehension, ,.,..hich,

in this study, ,.,.as the restructurinrr of' unstructured
texts and (b)

literal comprehension,

study, was the recall of' facts.

,.,.hich,

in this

The supporting

general purpose of this study was to investieate
the ef':fect of prior knowlcdcre of expository text

structure on both of these aspects of comprehension,
usincr f'nmiliar and unf'amiliar topic material.

Theref'orc,

this study sou[;ht, f'irstly 1

on previous research

1

to expand

which hns conC•!lltrntetl

directly on older children.

Secondly 1

tested the conclusion reached by

tho s t:udy

l~intseh

(1902)

that content :familiarity is a necessary cor.l 1lorwnt
f'or expository text COHl!lrchcnsion.

''

8

Definition of Terms
The following terms have speci<:.l relevance to
this study.

Expository Text
This term rcf'ers to writte11
i'act1.1~.1.

cliscour:;;~~

abr,ut

inf'ormation, written in a f'orraul style.

It is also ref'orrcd to as noJJ-litm·nry text,
conte~:t-area

material or inf'orma tiona! rc:1dcrs.

Expository Text

Str\!c_t_'Y.':~

This ref'ers to the way in which the text is
organized.

This study used the report text type,

which is one f'onn of' c:xposi tion and \d1:lcl1 lw.s an

oreanizational pattc•rn of": classi "fication/

.:lescription/p1nce-timc/clynamics/concludina statement

(sloan & Latham, l9S~l).

Roa.dine Compreh.ension

This is the meaning made by a reader !'rom
In this :;tndy,

r:u:,~ ,., l.ensioit)

and the reader's ability to recall

f'actf; (literal comprehension).
oi' cn:HI•rehcnsion used in tlli s

The t\,;o measures
:;tiH~}'

t·:crL.•

the

9
1Jrogressive Achievement Test (P.A.T.)

(Clark, 1973),

and text-speci:fic comprehension tests which ,..-ere sel:fdevised and trialled prior to the experiml:nt.

l?amiliar/Unf'amiliar Texts
Familiar 'fext: this term ref'ers to texts ld til

content material that is :familiar to the reader.
Unfamiliar Text:

this ref'ers to texts ld th

content material that is unf'andliar to the reader.

In each case, the Jtexts ,.,.ere report text types.

In

this study, content :familiarity was measured by a

sel:f-devised questionnaire.

Overview of' Design

The hypotheses :for this study souaht to
cstabiish cause and e:ff'ect relationships betl'leen
the instruction of' text structure (independent
variable) and rea(lint; comprehension (dependent
variable).

To attain the objectives of' this study,

the cxperimcn tal method nsing a
dcsien,

sinpl~

t\\•o-uroup

com:dstina of' an Experimental and n Control

group, was used.

Tlw de sian'

t;

::;trcnc;tll lay in the

cluri ty and weiaht of' evidence ,.,.hich was used .for
predicting and genorulizina•

The design \•'U!;

valid ap:)roach f'or this investirration,

a

based on

the a.ssumption that the appropriate balance of'

10
control over the variables was presr:nt.

Fif'ty t\YO

~.;tudents

1Yere all initially subjected

to a standardized reading comprehension test in
order to matcl1 students 011 c;cnGr-.:.1

comprehe:asion pc:r:f'orr.w.ncr,.

T~~~

re~~c'!iHii

1:w.b~hcd

students in

each eroup were pre-tcstcci on the dependent

variable.

The Experimental Group recei vcd the

trco.tJaont 1 whilst the other received traditional

tre:: tn1en t •

Immediate and delayed posttcsts '"er'!

.:;ivcn to ull stuclcr;b' aLe: v.ll data l'lere
collected and annly:.H.!d.

Popul:.;. tion
The

chilrP~m:

invol'\",·('· in this study were two

classes of randomly asrdf..',1lfHl )Jomogencous 1 t1ainstrcam

children in Year Three, who attend di!':fercnt

schools.

Thrcn

1

The classes r:onsitittld of' 52 children,

Headi11g Comprt·lhensian ,\ and Vocalnl] nry Jl,

11

curriculum of':ficers, psychologists, and reading

advisors all aeree that content validity is high
(Clark, 1973).

Titus, its selection \'las because of

high reliability and validity.

A questiormaire ,.,as aUministercd to all of'

the participating students to establish topic
~amiliarity.

The information derived from the

questionnaire determined the material used for
the pre and posttests.

The pre and posttest instruments on the
dependent variable {specific reading comprehension)
\\'ere experimenter-developed and included familiar

and unf'amiliar topic material.
by

'th'O

They \'lere scrutinized

independent readincr experts to determine

their content validity, and tested :for reliability
in a

small scale pilot study ldth a c-roup of'

similar u11bjects prior to the conimencement of' the
experiment.

The tests

,.,.~re

scored by a

expert as a further reliability check.

rcadincr
'fhc tests

follO\V"Cd the furmut or an unstructnrcd report,
based on the Laneuace Hcconstruction activities
devised by .Sloan and Latham (1981).

l2
Data Collection
Both the Experimental. and Control groups

used the same expository reading material f'or the

,.

sessions, but were required to complete different
tasl{S based on the texts.

required to read

were given.

th~

The Control ffroup \'las

.texts silently.

No activities

The Experimental group was required to

read the text data and complete activities, based
on the direct teachinff of the report structure.
The four tests (P.A.T., pre- and two posttests)
\'lere administered by the researcher.

No other

party \'{as invalved in data collection.

Design
A diacrrunmatic

repl~esentation

of the design

is given in the detailed section on Experimental

Desien (seep.

65).

Procedure
·'J'wo Year Three classes participated in this
study.
to the

A coin was !'lipped to allocate the classes
J~xpcrimental

and Control conditions.

This

method o:f random sru::p1ina ensured that cac!1 class
hnd the su:ac prolmbi1i ty of' beine selected to

participate in the

In the second

i~xpcrimcntal

\i\:ol~

rrroup.

of' school. in

l<~ebruury,

1990,

13
the researcher administered the Progressive
Achievement Test to all of' the children in both

classes, and, based on test results, children l'fere

matched f'or general reading performance.

This

ensured that the groups were comparable on reading
performance at the outset.

The following day, both groups compl.eted a
questionnaire on topic f'rnniliarity (see Appendix
marked A).

One week later, both groups were

pretested (using a self-developed test} on the
dependent variable, that is, use of' text structure
in comprehending expository material.

The content

of' the test included :familiar and unfamiliar

material.

Detai'ls of' this test are given in Chapter

h under the heading Testing Instruments and Naterials.

At ,.,eakly intervals,
\inS

the l.;xperimental eroup

given six instructional sessions, each of' one

hour,

in Nhich the report text structure {based on

;.;loan and Latham's (1989}

f'ormat} was taueht.

Practise n.t idcntif'yint; the text type and structure
\~as

done via the use of' e;arncs, oral reports and

activity h'orksheets (sec Appendices I-I, I,

The :;antral

1~roup

\1US

and J).

involved in silently

reading report texts.
muterinl

vr-,!~·i.:J:Jp,

that used by the

In order to control the

1;Jle sarnc

r<~Hc!ing

~~xperimenta!

materinl as

group \Vas used.

The day a.fter the last instructional sesrdon,
both croups 'vere posttested on the tlependent
variable, using f'amiliar and uni'nlll:i.l:i.<.:.r
o~dJ:d.n:i.stf~l·•,<1

A sim:i.laJ' posttc!si". w;.:s

matcl~ial.

to both groups

two lveeks 1uter.

Data Analysis

The resuJ ts

la~r(J

eo.lJ.•,ctfld from the

}~xperimt.mtO.!

were compared us inc a !-test statistical metl1od

the means.

The hypothet>c!S worn iiCccpted or rejected

according to the

J~c~~ult[;

jll'tJClt1CcG

prev.iously stated assumptionr-;

a:-~n

j1; tl:t; :.:tatistical

Rub~d.:tntiatud

by

evidence, then impoJ•tant <:('JF:,d·::.oll<tl j1r1d ic:t·.tions

arise f'or:
1. An carlinr :i.ntl'oduction oi'
rna terial to c!oj .l en~JI "t

~·chool.

oxt·o~i

tory

15
2. Explicit teaching o£ text structure in
Junior ?rimary school.

'

3• Increasing teaching of' comprehension

skills in early grades.

4·.

A closer examination of' the types of'

expository material chosen :for young children.

Educationally, any practice which might increase
and enhance children's comprehension of' expository
material, and therefore equip them with an important
learning skill, is worth investigating.

Plan of' the Thesis
This study is detailed in the f'ollolYing

Chapters:

Chapter Two deals \''i th a review of' current

literature which related to the role of' prior
kno·w·ledee and context in reading,

the nature and

structure of' expository material, and methods f'or
instructina aud compruhendina expository material.
The

reviC\~ed

literature directs tlw research

questions and hypothc::>t!S of' this study,
detailed in Chapter Three.
l~xperimental

desi{Sn

1

which are

L:ha1)ter l<..,our describes

includ ine; tile testinG

instruments and materials, and procedures ror data

16
coll.ection.

Chapter Five is concerned with the

presentation and discussion of the findings of the
investigation and Chapter Six discusses significant
findings,

d~mis conclusions, and suggests implications

for future research.
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CHAP'!'gn II

nEVIBl{ OF

LITl~HATURB

Introduction
As already stated, this study seeks to
iuvesti.gate \dlethcr transformational and literal

comprehen&ion :in children at

Jn:~iol.'

primary level

is influenced by prior kno1dedee of expository

text structure.

The :lni'luence o:f tc;tt structure

'-·ll CL'l'lf'rehension i::; nott:d by t-:uth {1987b}:

One :factor tliut appears to be important
in the comprehension of' expository text

is the render's ability to detect .a
distinctive organizational pattern or
structHrc of' the text. (p. 254)

Although, as Nuth indicntcs there is a rclntionship
between cor.Jprohension and knnwlede-e of' text
s1:l'uCi.t!1'{· 1

tlu·J'I~

:i.:·:,

(1982, p.J:i9) little

hr.11:t•v;_ 1' 1
11

according to 'raylor

1·eseurch on c!JlJ,IJ'f..'H':;

comprehension and memory f'or exposi t~Jry text.

The backc:round li tcr:-~turc
study is

rcvi•~'''~'!

rr~lutinc;

11

to this

nnder the f'ollolving headings:
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1. Overview of the Reading Process
2. The Nature of' P.xposi tor)!" Text•

3. Prior Knm..-ledee of' Expository Text Structure

4.

TcxtunJ. Context

5. Comprehension Instruction of' Expository Text

Overvie\11' o:f_ ..tJle Reading Process

Reading may be defined as

11

an ongoing thinking

process :for ma!dna- meanine out of' printecl language"
(Sloan ~ Latham, 1981, p. 55) o

The use o;f tlw

h'orr.l "mnl-;in..;" implies that the reader must

actively

co;l~>truct

wceninc, and that it is not

just there in the text \\'O.iting to be stumbled lll'on.

The notion that readine is an active process is
supported by others (l~uey, 1968i Smith, 1978;

Tierney & Pearson, 198J).

Reading iS active in that

the render participates in the process.
that by

briHC~.lLe

He does

ll i::: c;,.n h.:.ckc:ro'-mC i1 fon:·.:·.tion

to the inf'on:mtion encoded •.d thin the pr:i.nl:,
~-~-

1"(~:-·..-!:!.JL;,;,

~;

Thus

e reader's non-visual inf'ormation

(prior knowl~dge) interacts wi tl! the vi.su;·IJ
inf\JrJ;,;, tioll ;.-xc:.il<:.h.l e f'ro1;1 the text •

interactive by natare,

a 1d

t:1·~

Heading is

success of' the reader

in constructiHB" meanint,; depenrls heavily upon his

em,;:Jhasi?:,_l the illiportance of' non-visual inf'c>rnation
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(or a reader's prior ]{110\tflcdffe)
~oodman,

(Cam bourne, 1979;

1976; Smith, 1978).

Non-visual infon:-w.tion

store~

in a reader• s

:perm.anent memory.·system is triffgered tiy three cue

systems Within the discourse that are interdependently
and simultaneously ;.wailable.

They are the

semantic, ' Hyntactic and graphoph<;mic cue systems.
'

The non-vitiual inf'onnation of' a reader can also be
cl.assi"fied in the same b'ay, that is, the reader
has, three information stores--semantic, syntactic
and let'ter sequence stores. (Latham & Sloan, 1979;
Pea~son &.JOhnson,

1978).

The semantic inf'onnation

system is the store of' knowledB"e of'
and ''!Vents--a reader 1 s total lif'e

places

idea~,

ex~leriences.

Byn1;actic inf'ormation re:fera to the stora of'
in:formation a reader holds about langaage and how
i t loforlcs, and letter seqU<::::J.co in.fr.)I'i:lation pc.f'ors

to ac)'t o"J:'!.ly the sequence of' letters, but their ,
meanine anU sound relationships (Latham C:

llasP.d on.· prior knowledt;o,

:no an,

1~79).

the reader constantly

predicts mea.nins, that is, he f'orms hypotheses about
the information in the text.

or correct these hypotheses

He then procearls to

(Smith, 1973).

!
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'
Prior kno1dedge
is stored in complex coenitive
structures, called schemata, which have certain

characteristics.

Firstly, a schema describes a

particular group of' concepts and contains other

hierarchical.ly embedded schemata within it.
Secondly, schemata represent all levels of' abstraction
and the embedded schemata have slots f'or new
inf'onnation.

The role of' schemata can be likcnnd

to a "template" against which incoming information
can be matched so that it can be comprehended

(Hacker, 1980, P• 867).

The reader selects :features

of the print based on predictions which he is able

to mlli'e f'rom his in-head store of' information about
the topic, and his f'eel f'or l.angu?.ge.

Thus, using

his prior knoo\lcds-e, ho is able to expect certain

things about the text in order to generate UlllaninB'
(Ga:nbourne 1

1979)•

This is ref'lcct~d in the

Interactive model of' reading.

An Interactive Nodel of' Reading
Rumel~1art 1 s
;~eading

that is,

( 1977) interac tivc model of'

det>iCts two sets of' inf'ormation

intel~acting,

tlte inf'ormv.tiou from the text a!Jtl tiH!

inf'ormation f.ro:n t:1e reader's knoh'lcdee store.

Th.e

model's emphasis lies in the f'act that the reader
dra;.,.s '.l,:,"ln ai th:.!r

soarer~

as t!l.e task LlemanclH.

In
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this way, a reader is tryina to construct meaning
in the ID'.)St efficient manner, by integrating
understanding from the text 1-:i th the reader's
personal understanding of the \iorld (lYilson, 1983,

p. 383).

In this model, the goal is alliays meaning,

through the process of' comprehension.

Comprehension

is influenced by the arousal o£ appropriate contexts.
Context has many triggering clements, some found in
the text, others in the reader, and others from the
environment in 1..rhich the reading takes pl.ace.

Textual features such as connectives, anaphora,
substitution, unity and organization of' text, all
contribute to the construction of' meaning.

The

reader's knowledge store provides a context f'or the

interpretation of' texts.

This store holds prior

knowledge o£ the topic, the laneuage £arm,
pragmatics o£ language, culture and personal
attitude to\,.ards the reading.

'!'he situation, or

envirorunental contexts in which the reader reads
f'requently af'f'ects comprchcnaion.

Purpose alone

f'or reading can determine the outcome (I•lorgan, 1983).
The signif'icant £eature of context is that it
equips the reader \d th a £runleh·ork or structure
which enables the reader to orcanize kno\dcdee and
interpret the ,,.ritten material more easily.

''
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The outcome in reading is meaning.

comprehension

i~:;

Thus 1

Hm.,ever,

the makine- o:f' meaning.

comprehension is both a product and a process.

As

a product, comprehension ref'ers to the final. result

1
'

of' any reading exercise--the reader's interpreUation,
which can be expressed in oral or

can be used f'or testing purposes.

\'lr'i tten

:form and

As a process,

a reader must, guided by clues \dthin the text,
consistently interpret those clues to
sensible interpretat·ion.

a

Pearson (1985, p. 726)

states that the text is the
However, no text is

recl.~eate

11 blueprint

comph~tely

f'or meanine."

explicit.

Authors

rely on their readers u.::>inc inf'erence, ana.lysis and
synth.esii.'s to construct me.ming actively based on
prior knO\ofledge and the clues given in the text •

.\ccordingly, comprehcnsicn is an interactive
process, which is inl'lnencnd by many f'actors {?earson,

1935).

Summary
This section provideG a hrief overviP.w of' the

readin& process in order to

~~stablish

a

:fl~~u.l·.···:or:.::

of' current readinG' theory within \Y'hJ.ch this study
fit:;..

A signific:tnt polnt 'fhic!1

emr.:r;:;e~;

is that

compreil.tlnsion is :Lnflu.::ncocl by many f'ac tors,

the

Prior kno,dedee includes
structure.

knOl~ledae

of' text

This study is concerned \'lith the

structure of' expository prose and its inf'luence
on comprehensioit, therel'ore it i.s appropriate to
consider the nature of expository prose,

so that

a richer nnderstanding of' the topic can be
achieved.

The Nature of' Expository Prose

·---

The expository· f'orm of' t'ITri ti ~1g is f'ound in
content or subject based textbooks.
amount o:f the learninz that is

A considerable

expl!cto<~.

J'ro:u

children in :;;chool comes f'rom such textbooks

(Muth, 1987a).

However printod matter in expository

f'orm does not ent1 td th the final school year.
Discourse material used in

speciali:>:t~d

suc:1 as medicine, la1, a:1d business,

in expository f'orm.

:!rofnsn.lons

is inevitably

Indeed journals, ne,,s,:)npcr

reports, science articles and oi'.f'icial

dor.~url0'tts

arc also in expositor:.~ f'or1.1 (::<""~ro1dtz, 1985).
Theref'orc, readers are expost!d to exposition
t~troltl}"hout

their lives.

nartlett (1982, p. 71) describes expository
text thus:

"c~xpository

f\lctual i11ral"1:;ation."

text

i8 text \V"hi.r:il :)Xposn::>

Exposi ::ory text is often
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contrasted

lll'i th

narrative text, which hel.ps to

describe expository form.

Expository material is

unlike narrative material in the way ideas are
organi~ed.

Narrativ~s

are organized into a

sequential order of' events, loJ'hereas expository text
has an hierarchical organization of' ideas which are

text specific (Taylor, 1982}o

Bartl.ett (1982)

suggests that two characteristics distinguish
expository text from other discourse forms,
purpose and oreanizational structure.

that is,

For this

study, these headings have been adopted to describe
expository text.

Purpo~e

of Expository Text

Schallert (1982, P• 41) states that the main
purpose of' expository text is to "inf'orm the reader,
to cause a change in schemata and \Vays of' l.ookinff at
Bartl.ctt (1982, P• 72) describes the

reality."

purpose of expository text as "to inf'orm and to
pcrsuade,
nml'

11

This sugcests that, as the reader comprehends

info:nnation, that information ldl.l. be assimilated

and accommodated in the memory system for future
retrieval.

'!'here is also the possibility that the

reader may need to discard previously acquired knowledge

in the light of nC\v.

In each case,

the render is

cl1aneing the abstract structures, or schemata,

.
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in the memory.

't'he author's purpose f'or b'riting in the
expository f'orm is to convey

thO'lG~lts

There~ore,

in an

the author chooses a

structure that best f'its the text's purpose.
cxpos1.tory text is

,,,ritt~n

rPu1:1C !~nowledge

to

1'hus,
of

a topic (Bartlett, 1982).

Orga!'li~~atiorl

Structure o£

l~xposi tory

Text

The organizational struct•lre of' the text is
called .the 1:t:o_>:;t's f'ramel\'orJ< (::iloan f: Latham, 1989).
In expository :-;tructure, the

oJ'L,';o~.nizatloJt

:is

r:oter:ninecl largely by the conttmt, anc!, acf"!orrJin:;

to Horowitz (1985), little is kno"m about how
l.'ri ters chao.:>•: a particular toxt ort;;anlzation.
?:0\,·over, the text ls nrten hierarchically ordered

Bartlett
(19~2,

p. 78) ref'orriLlg to ro:>oarcll by Heyer,

described

thret~

l•1vels of' structure in explJsitory

J .• Hicroatr.JCI.'.l.J.'c:

-

:>tP<IO::':t t-··~ <tt :··•:<ltence
luvol.
The intcrrulationnlti1's h:·1·.·,,•P.C'\Jl tc}Xtual
r:o:.J:;_Jononls wt1iclt •~s.<1.ain
i.:.tlJortant content.

2.

-

l:•·ncturu of 1;:-.raer
::;r:ctio;\,·· 1 e{!o parn;;ra,,hs.
Tho cis t ,£ the text.

Hncro~;[;rtlctur.c

~;

''

3. Top Level structure -

overall organizing
backbone of' the text.

Recognition of these structures enables readers
to organize their ideas and thus remember the content.
Neyer (1975 ) calls the structures '"hich belong

to the upper text levels 'rhetorical predicates'
but they are also referred to as 'categories'
Calfee & Curley 1984, p. 175).
relationaL

Categories are

They indicate how ideas from within the

text fit together and which ideas are more important
than others.

They provide a

sca~f'olding

for the

reader to pick up important gist clues \V'ithin the

text (Bartlett, 19~2).

Five main categories of

text are identified:
1. Description

specifies something about
a topic, e.g. attributes,
settincrs.

2. Causal.

association of ideas, i.e.
1oJhere one idea is cause
u:1d the otlwr is ef'fect.

3. Problem and

causative relation between
probJ.em and causes and a
solution.

Solution

4. Comparison

hiehlit;hting similarities
and dif:fcrcncHs betloJecn
topics.

5.

number of dcscri;)tions,
e.g. attributes,
pre::;cnted totrcther.

Coll~ction

(!-lcUcc & Hichgels, 1985, PP• 741-2)

.

'

Each of' these categories can be represented
by

dif'f't~ren"t genres.

The genre (or text-type) has

characteristics of its own.

Sloan and Latham {1989)

assert that a text-type has a specific purpose, a·'
special f'ramcnV"ork,

is

logicall~r

or chronologically

sequenced, and influences the style of' prose.
i thin each text-type ( eg. recotmt 1 report

l11

1

procedure, explanation), internal characteristics
also exist, which explicitly e-uide readers to cue

in to the im!·wrtant information.

These are

discourse markers, ref'erence, connectives and

cohesive tics.

As an example, the report text-

ty:le (which forms part of' the 1Description •
catecrory by :Heyer) has a f'ramm.,.ork consistinrr of'
a classification, a description, a location (pluce/
t.i·:H-l), a dynamics and a summarizine comment sequence
(Sloan d~ Latham, 19R9).

This :framework is oft~n

not obvious,

tltere:fore the reader neaJs to rt!cocrnize

the

characteristics--such as clue words--

intul~nal

•.·tit:1i.n the text '"llich po.lr1t to tmport: . .n.t
in:formation or iJca relationships.

. 1.;oul..:1

lon~·:

f'or

J:n this cn.sn,

'"hich contain t£"l'ms :;Jtch

scntenct·J~

(clan::lrication) 1 "has a

co~tn:tt

11

--

tl1c 111ol:f spidl'l!' has a

'
wolf' spiders can be f'ound today in hot :i-.egions
(place/time), and l\'Ords to describe movement -the
f'r~male

spider carries her babies on her back

(dynamics).

A text such as this, accompanied by

i::tppropriate 1dctures 1

l<J'OU.lff

for Junior primary grades.

be :<>Hitable CXposit:i.on

The clue words td thin

the microstructure of' the text enable the reader
to linlc ideas an.d orcrani:>;e t!1e incomine inf'ormation.

Summary
This section has review·ed litcratltre l·t!tich
:·~xposi tory

texts are primarily texts f'or learnine factual

inf'orLilation.

The content ot: the text of'tcn

determines tho toxt's structure.,

The three main

levels Qf: tC'xt structure arc microstructure,
mu.crostrncturc and top-lP.vcl structure.
common

cxpos:l~ury

The :f'i WJ

categories of writing which f'it

into tile top-level structures are Description,
Cnusnl, Problem n nJ f.io.ln t :!.on, Go.'11.par l son

~~~r.

dif'l'ol"ent aenres \V"hich have tlHdr O\V"n characteristics.

The specific purpose of' tile organizntioH of' the
conh~nt
:~:-:. ~

in 0.Xpos.ition is for !H\:;n o£

cor.t;n~ehcndin.;

rememberin~.

once loa'l"'norJ,

becomes pn.rt or a render's prior
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knowledge for processing information.

Prior

knowledge oC expository text structure is discussed
in the next section.

Prior KnOldedge of Expository '!'ext Structure

According to Lipson (1984, p.760), "large
stores of relevant prior knowledge facilitate
comprehension, increasing readers' recall and
recognition of' text.

11

This assertion is supported

by others (Pearson, 1978; Smith, 1978; Taylor, 1982).
The interactive or schema theory of' reading
(Rumelhart, 1977) explains ho'" knowledge is

acquired and represented and is used in comprehension.
Working memory is the central thinldng instrument

of the brain, and through language, which is
culturally, emotionally and conceptually
characterized, it manipulates various textual elements
f'or meaning making.

The organization of' stored

kno\~ledae

is unique

to the individual and can be described in terms of'
schemata.

Schemata represent all types of'

(Schallurt, 1982).

knol~lcdge

This includes the typical

presentation of' certain inf'ormation or material.
Humelhart (l';J77) purports that schemata develop,
or become more specific

'~ith

experience.

)
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Young children demonstrate at a very early age
that they have a aenoral cosnitivo story f'ormat
which develops and expands over· time (Schank &
Thus, young children are a1..rare oi"

Abelson, 1977).

structures or f'ormats f'or written

di::;col.u~se

are assimilated into their schemata
1984).

H'hich

.
(Armbruster,

Accordi.ne; to sChallert (1982, P• 41) "these

schemata, rrtlide

a..nd inf'luence

.~x.pectations

comprehension anrl production.

11

Al thouffh this does

not deal specif'icully 1dth the proccs:.dng of' expository
text 1 :i_ t

seems logical to us.:mme 1 that if' young

chil.dren can and do ampl.ify their Jmowledee by an

abilitY to use narrative text structure, that t!1ey

can do the same thins with the use of' an expository
Thus tltey 1'1oul<.l ac(tuire nel'i

text structure.
lmo·.dcdc-c more

c:f'f'ccti.v1~ly

through an a hili ty to

u::;c .-~xpository toxt structures.

Bartlett (1982, p. 86)

claims that 1kno1'1!cdge o!' text structure and how to
usc it .tn

students

r•~a•!ias
\V'!Hl

'for

l<Ht.rnL~;!

do not have it.

can be taught to

11

J.lcycr 1 Brandt and Bluth (in Taylor, 1932, p. J211)

i>atte:rn of' the text,

(the CXf~<.•riJn<~ntal group)

cuitle thoir own writing

ora.:-ln:i:~ation

1

to

1 ,,·cro able to

)

remember more than those students who did not
adopt the text organization.

This conscious use

of' a text's framework is an example of the actiYation
of' acquired schemata lihich order and shape the

incoming information to aid comprehen~ion

(Neisser, 1976).

Taylor's investigations support"the idea that
a reader's sensitivity to expository text structure
heightens comprehension and organization of'
{Taylor, 1982)$

ide~s

Nelms and Newby {1935) expand

on that by claiming that text structure interacts
with prior learning ·to af'f'ect comprehe.lsion.

can mean

tl'IO

things.

'1'his

Firstly, that text structure

interacts with previously acquired knowlt1dge of'
content to af'f'ect comprehension, and secondly, that
text structure interacts lvi th previously learned
knowledge of' that structure to af'f'ect.comprehension.
In the latter,

the structure is the tric-eer which

activates an appropriate schema to enable the
reader to process the text :more ably and to recall
information.

Based on l1is research, Bartlett {1982) describes
the benef'its of'

l~mndne

about text structure thus:

the advantage of kno1Yina abont text

.

'

J2
structure and using that l<:noWJ.edge as
an aid to comprehension is that
appro_priate background knO\oJ'ledge lvill
be activated more systematically,
allol'ling comprehension processes such
as identification and inferencing to

progress.

{p.B3)

Children often have a great deal of' prior
knowledge that

enabl~s

them to handle ne\V" f'acl:s

and unfamiliar concepts.
specific knowledge,

It may not be topic-

but related knmdedge.

Cllildren need to be taught ways of' connecting prior·

kno\'lledge to ne'" ini'ormation.

Children w·ho are

explicitly taught expository text structure can
apply that knowledge as a frame to any incoming
expository material, thus having a strategy for
acquiring, remembering and retrieving new
information.

(Flood, 1986).

Host of' the 'research undertaken to date
concerning children 1 s kn01'lled&e o:f expository text
s_tructure involves <:.hildren in middle/upper or
secondary school (Moyer,

Brandt

te

l3lutlt, 1980j

Huth, 1987b; Hiehrrels et al., 1987; Taylor & Beach,
1984).

The eeneral conclu'sion that has been dratin

is that children's knowledee of' expository text
structure develops over the primary school years.
Data from experimental research done by

.!·:n~;lert

L~.nd

JJ
Hiebert 1 with Third and Sixth grade children,
supports the :lotion that

11

ef'f'ective expository

comprehension ••. increases as children reach the
upper elementary lavels 11 (EngJ.ert & Hiebert, 198h,
p.

65).

t~at

Flood (1986, p. 786) put f'orward the idea

"·children's cognitive and lin$llistic

devel.opment are frequent factors that inhibit
undcrstandine of' expository texts."

Freedle and

1-Ial.e ( 1979) re:f!Jr to early l'IOrk by Piaget 1 which

sue-aests that young children (seven or eight years
ol~) do not do well comprehendine ami recalling

expositury texts.

The idea that expository text

is dif'f'icul t f'or young cllil dren to co:n1)rc!l.cnd and
recall is shared by Taylor (1982, p.

suegosts

reason~

:J2J) \d!O

:fc)r that dif'f'iculty, namely:

1 • .tittle knowlutJge

or

contf3nt

2. lar.!c o:r interest

3· too great a concept load.
;IO\:<".!V'!r 1 Danner (1976)

has had rl!51llts :rro:n

exj1P.riwental research N'hlc!J indicate thr\t sncond
and til.i.rrl

~rade

rcntlCJ'ti c.tn idl1l1tit'y the main idea

in paragrapl1s i:'l cxposi tory

tt~xt 1

wh.ic!J is

h

c:t•lt.lcal s1ci 11 :i.r1 comprehensi'>!1.

Perha.:.)s one o.r tltc 1:10st

~.::t.lort:_~:ot

reas()l1S

why younG r.ltildrctl l)ncounter dii'f'icnlty h'ith

J4
expository texts is that, until middle primary
level, they have limited exposure to them.

Thus

their knowledge of the vocabulary, concepts and

writing style o£ exposition is limit~d.

Nelms

and Nel\'bY (1985) suggest that the transition from

narrative to expository Style is not an easy one,
and that, often, teachers do little to help

children bridge the gap.

This is reflected in

the studies by Guthrie (1982, p • .186) lV"hich show

that, in California, 21 classrooms in Grades Two
and Five were observed for evidence on the amount
of teaching time spent on learning the reading
skil.ls f'or content area textbooks.

Results showed

that 4.9% of classroom time was devoted to teaching
reading skills, whilst 15.5% was spent on spelling
and 15.6% on narratives.

Measurement of' the Use o£ Text Structure
Hcasurement o£ the use of' text structure is
of' prime importance in this study.

All o£ the

studies cited herein conducted experimental instruction
of' text structure over severn! sessions, using pre
and posttest measures.

One study, done ldth Sixth

rrrade students, by Hichgels, f'.lcGee, Lomax and Shead
(1987) coherently describes the measurement
procedure.

lfri tten recall was used and "analysed,

J5
not f'or the numb or of' ideas recalled, but for the
degree to 1'lhich readers use the same organizational
as the Author'' and

pattern~

11

how l..rel.l students use

a particular structure to organize their written
compositions" (Richgels et al. 1987, p. 181).

Af'ter analysis,
that

i~

the conclusions reached were,

Students' organization of' recall matched

the text's organization, that i t was probable that
the reader was aware of' and used tlte text organization

or structure to recall information.

Therefore,

written compositions ,.,.ere measured accord ina to
how cl.osel.y the ore;anization of' ideas matched a

specif"ied structure.

The better 1'1riters•

organization o:f their writing demonstrated an
awareness of' a specific organizational pattern.

loluth (1987b P• 255) argues that

11

asking students

to identify the structure of' a text 1-.'ill not ensure
that they really understand how the ideas are
related."

Her method of measurement o:C text

awal'encss lies in accuro.cy of' answers to questions
thnt connect iUeu:; in the

Pearson and

tc~xt

\'lith prior knO\.,.ledge.

.:nmpcrell (1931) higllliaht the

-.
J6
connection between prior l<:noldedge and text
structure thus:

students ~ho are :familiar ''lith the way
texts are tYPically organized can use
that lt:notofledge to comprehend and

remember by r·elating the organizational
structure or schema of' the text to their
prior knO\'lledge (stored schemata) about

how texts are organized and \Iilla t to
expect from texts organized in certain
ways.
(p. 45).

Sununary
This section reviel'led research that establishes
the im;lortance of prior knowledge of' text structure

in reading comprehension.

It can be summarized as

:follows:
1. t.:ontextual lcnO\•'ledge, ,..-hich includes text

unity and organization of' text, inf'luences
comprehension by organizine- incoming inf'urmntion

for later recall.
2. Young chiltlren demonstrate knm.-ledae of' a
narrative format,

that is, they have developed u

narrative schema.

J. The intC!raction of' expository text structure
and prior learning heightens comprehension.
However, li ttlc research has been done \d til Junior
primary children.
1~.

Children have little ex!)osure to expository

''
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texts at Junior primary level, thus reducing their
chances of accommodation and assimilation of text
structure into their schemata.

5. Knowlectrre fJ.f' text structure can
be measured ei'f'ectively.

Based on the notion that all understanding
occurs in a context,

the idea of' context, (with

particular attention to textual context) is
discussed in the next section.

Textual Context

lofi.th reference to context, Morgan (1983, p. 305)
states that "settinbs, purposes, and text form a
dynamic conte:ct bJr which reading can be understood."

This statement lB reinf'orced by 3rn.nsf'ord and
Johnson (19?2) who conclude that:

~1rim· bl'Jidadze of' a situation does
not euarantee its usef'ulness :for
co:tlprcheritdon.
In order f'or prior
l~JlOld•~clce tu :.:.id comprehension, it
must become an activated semantic
context.
{p. 721~)

.\.11 texts {written anti ornl)
c<J:.'lt·=~:t;;,
aspect~

are cre:-tted in

and contexts are many and varied.

of contuxt are 1V'!thill t!to :reader,

Some

f;oJ•!O nre

J8
1vi thin the environment and some are \d thin the
text (1-lorgan, 1983, p. 306).

To comprehend

discourse, appropriate contexts need to be aroused.
Comprehension is influenced by the inf'ormati.on in
the text heine read, and also by the reader's
e::.:pectations about tho text.

Armbruster {1984)

asserts that context inf'luences comprehension and
elaborates thus:

structures of' expectation help us process
and comprehend stories by f'il tering and
shaping perception.
(IJ• 202)

These structures of' expectation are part o:f an
individual's background kn01dedffe and they are

ini'lucnced by the reader's skills and general
attitude tob·ards reading.
kno·.,·lodc;e,

Indeed, background

sl<.ills antl att.itndi!S all

:a~nv;h!e

u

context_ f'or reading 1 by modif'ying a "mental settincr"
f'or t~1e reader (Bloomc & Green, 198lt

1

p. 44J) •

UnJer:Jblndiltg discours0 can be::>t be done in

t:te context of" the W'holc tc;,:t.

.t.c.•_r_:::J.:J,.l.:::_.

\'lays,

As it st .• nds, it can be interpreted tw·o

that if;,

not shoot

f'o:r •:xample, con.';ider

1'1<~11,

t:te huntnr::;

;..r,:}re

in.acc:uratc and did

or t:tnt somco;·:c- else .shot tl:c hunter:-;.

''
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The correct interpretation can be reached by prior
context information onlY (Samuels & Kamil, 198h,
'

p. 210).

Context in£ormation is constructed and stored
as schema l'lithin the reader's long term memory.
Therei'ore, the individual has a schema f'or contexts.
As i::1di vi duals read, the schema is the basis f'or
their construction Of' meaning of' the text.

As

further reading occurs, meaning is continuously
:fine-tuned into a single, connected interprctntion

Goodman {1984}, discussing the role of' context,

suge;ests that the :first f'actor f'or consideration is
the text itself, \thich is, in this study, in

exi>osi tory :f'onn.

There are several aspects of'

text construction Hllich
ua.!dnc.
reali~e

te::t

ITouever, it is

f'tH'!a

a context for meaning

it:ll•o~~tant

at t!1e

out!·.r~t,

to

that the reader is not concentratia.; on

con~tructiQn

in it::H!lf'.

ne is conceatr•a.tin..:;

primarily on meaning, but the quality of: the text 1
in terms o!'

lit1~rn.ry

.stle and adherence to

reC').::;nizallle structures, will create a contoxt f:or
case o:r 1neanine ma!-::ing.
uudicllc~,

If' the

1vrite::.~

JcnolV'S tfie

he 1V'ill construct 1::1e text to suit that

)
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audience, and hence make the text more predictable,
and in turn, more comprehensible.

The textual

elements \'lhich form a context for meaning are:
vocabulary, cohesion, structure, content, ''titles

and pictures.

Vocabulary, or words, are
them in context.

lea~ned

by using

Word identif'i.cation does not

automatically provide l'lord meaning, f'or i t is only
in context that l'lords have meaninG•

The man walked his dog on a

For example:

~·

The ~ sinker l'lent straight to the bottom
of' the ,:,ool.
:9oth syntax and semantics guide meaning

rnu1dn~

here.

Lead in the f'irst sentence is a noun, \'lhilst in

the ::;ocond sontcncc, it is an adjective.

The

correct pronrmciation is IJOVerned by the sonsc of'

the sentence.

Research conducted by Johnson and

3numaltn (19:~}f) conc~·.:ded that syntactic context may
be related to child development, but children nf'
all ages talco advantage o:f' semantic clues.

In expository text.-:;, where cllilc!ren encounter
,·.:co~le:ns

;d t j l vocabulary,

clues f'or l>/ord at!uck.
,~;

they need to usc contextual

Askov and I-:anm (in Joh:1..::-on

Dnumann, 191311, p. 601) gave specif':l.c instructio!l

t<> Third,

Fourth and Fif'th grade roadi'Jrs in con.tuxt
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clues f"or two ty:pes of' expository texts, namely,

cause and et'f'ect and description.

The children's

ability to use the clues was meaGured by a speci.f'ic

cri terion-ref'erenced test.

Results prompted the ·'·

conclusion that chilUren wene more abJ.e to determine

word meanines,

and mere likely to use context clues,

·.t!1en t:wy l'<'ere. specif'ical.ly taught about them.

In expository text, where perhaps much of' the

voc:a1:r.llE;.ry is
~or

n.-~·., 1

cohesive ties are very

understanding to occur.

f'eature of' text coherence.

irnpo~~tan.t

Temporal order is one
ChiJ.dren easily become

confused if' tile eVl1nts in the text do not match the

order in which they actually occur.

Line-uistic

elements such as cormect:lves, unaphoru and
substitution

contr~bute

to text coherence.

Armbruster (198!J, l>• 208) ref'crs to these as

"linguistic m:>rtar to COl'L"lect ideas in the text
touctllC:r.'a"

The way in \Y"!lich a text coheres provides

in.t"''ormation about the text's structure a

Armbruster

holt..!s the view that an ·incohesive te>xt hinders
readers' comprehension,

becau:~e

enercry tryine to reconstruct

!!.£ f'orm aa
\·thic!l gi vo~;
a

inb.~crcd:,;:\:
t]Llll:'l

they spend their

~!ohesivcn.:·::;:~.

Readers

!'tn• ;cl of' text inf'orrau tion

a coherent cognitive f'ranJe\'lork, or

context, f'or retnoral)crincr and under.s l:andin3' (:1oraan,

198J).
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Textual context also pertains to the content
and organization of' the text.

The whole text,.

(asswning it has an app~opriate concept level ~or
the reader), is the best context f'or meaning, by
virtu~

pf' its ,.,holeness of' content.

A cohesive

segment, or the entire exposition provides the
reader with the necessary backeround f'or selecting
anJ understandine the semantic information
it {:·Iorgan, 198J).

,.,i thin

The more content is clnrif'ied

by '"ay of relevant elaboration, the easier it is
to comprehend.

For example, if' t!1e author promotes

a meaninef'u1 context f'or the information, such as

an advance organizer relating to the goal of' the
text, and proceeds to clarify the importance of' the
facts within the text by way o£ explicit phrases
appropriate text organization,

t:1.e

r•~nder

~mel

is more

likely to build a coherent model.

Ti tl·.!s 1 subtitles 1 pictures, introductions and
dia;;runs h'1lic:l

;.u~c

relevant and \..rhich capture the

main and/or important ideas, are :further clw~s >·thich
arouse the

co:nt.~xt

o:f kno\Vloduu

~nL~

elements, v1llrJfl

uf' t'tu reader's individual store

experiences.

r>rf~sented

All of' these textual

expli•::itly and

lo~ically

in expo:.;itory texts form \Vhat Armbruster (1984 1 p. 202)
ref'crs to as

11

CoJL'iidera.te texts."

In short, the

textual elements provide a context f'or learning.

Summary
All texts are created in contexts.

The

reader 1 s expectations, based on generalized knoldedge
of language and experiences, create a context f'or
comprehension.

Contextual knowledge is stored within

the schemata, and creates a 'mental setting' f'or
reading.

In expository texts, textual elements~

such as vocabulary, text cohesion and structure,
clarification and suitability of content, all
contribute to the reader's construction of' an
integrated cognitive model, which is a context
f'or comprehending and remembering.

lH th comprehension at the heart of' reading,

it seemed appropriate to review literature on
instructional methods ,.,.hich enhance the comprehension
of' exposition, so that the teaching methodology
f'or the experimental treatment mieht ref'lect recent
res1~arch

f'indint;s.

Comprehension instruction for

expository material is discussed in the next section.

Comprehension Instruction for Expository Haterial
l)m.;ey (in l·!ason,
comprehension as

11

1981~,

p. 26) def'ines

an eff'ort af'ter meaning. 11

This
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definition of' comprehension has been added to
somewhat as researchers have made substnntiai
progress in understanding tUlt.lHrGtanding.

Pearson

(1984) elaborates on the concept thus;

rending comprehension is a complex interactive
process (Rumelhart 1977, Stanovich 1980),
one in which a reader varies his or her focus
along a continuum from primarily text-based
processing ••. to primarily reader-based
processing.. (p. 223).,

The notion of' 'text-based' and 'reader-based'
stems from the interaction between two sources of'
knowledge, that is, information in the text, and
hypotheses in the reader's mind.
among~t

Current attitudes

researchers is that compTflhension is the

interaction between new information and old knowledcre
(Latham & Sloan, 1979i l·lason, 1984; I'earson, l.985i
Wil.aon, l.98J).

Comprehension depends on the reader's

pri·or knot11ludge interactinG ef'f'iciently with textual.
information.
rurther by

J.lason (1984) talces the idea one step

statir.a~

comprehension consists of' reprc.sentinc; or
organizing inf'orrnation in ter111s of' one's
previously acquired J:nob·lcctc·e.
(p. 35)

The idea of

orc~anization

of

lmowlcd{~C

directly

relates to the role of text structure in

readin~.

'

I

''
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Comprehension is developmental.

There are

four hierarchical levels of' comprehension, 111hich are:

1. understanding l~hat is stated (literal)
2. attend1ng- to lVhat is important (content
area reading)

3· inferrinff what is not stated
4. restructuring the language using the other
three levels (transformational).

(sloan, 1989)

To process infonnation, a variety of' comprehension
skills are

acquired as readers advance through the

hierarchy of levels.

1fuen readers are aware of the

sldl.ls and strategies they require for reading, and
indeed, crain control over these skills and
strateeie::;, they reach :_• stnge of' metacognition-they become truly ef'fective readers.

HOl'lever,

research done by Tierney and Cunningham ( ~984)
sugeests that :fm..r teachers deliberately try to
touch comrJrchension strutecies •

•\t J1mior primury level,

rending instruction is on '''ord

decoding, not comprehension.

tltc emphasis in
rt~coanition

nnd

Teachors'attitulles

tow·ards explicit comprehension int:.truc tion chane;es
ut J.Iiddle primary level (Pearson & Campnrcll, 1981).
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This notion Nas investigated by Nason (198/.J-) whose

research revealed that:

the belief' that :fel'l text-level
comprehension activit~es ought to
'be taught in the early grades is
generally matched by little textlevel comprehension instruction .••

(p. 47)

How then can young children, with immature
expository power, limited content knmvledffe, and

general inexperience in reading skills and strategies
be taught to comprehend expository text?

One

solution is proposed by Pearson and Gamperell (1981)
l'lho state that research seems to:

provide evidence that students learn new
strategies :for comprehending text when
they are taught and practised systematically.
The point is simple: lV"hen we identify a
variable, including a text structure variable
that looks like it might malte a dif'f'erence
in comprehension, '''e ought to adopt a f'rontal
assault strategy \•·hen considering its
instructional power - teach about it
systematically and make certain students
have a chance to practise it.
( p. 50)

Hesearch by Hansen (in Pearson 1984, p. 227),
although in the area of' Jlarrative, not expository
text, ref'lects the signif'icance of' Pearson and
Garnperell 1 s statement.
Year

'I'I~o

In an ef'f'ort to improve

children 1 s ability and

dra11' inf'erenccs,

predi~posi

tion to

(a key comprehension skill} , Hansen

I
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changed the children's diet of literal questions to
only inferential questions, and, using a pre-reading
strategy, emphasized the importance of prior knowledge
when children are confronted "'i th
The children

l'lere

also given a

nm~

11 visual

text information.
model of'

comprehension as a process of relating the
the kno1m.

11

net'/

to

The data led Hansen to drat., the conclusion

that the ability to inference is tied to direct
explicit instruction and monitoring.

Further support of' explicit teaching of'

comprehension sldll.s is given by Flood (1986) who
emphasizes the need to teach children directly how

to comprehend by showing them hm.; to use appropriate

strategies at appropriate times so they know about
how to understand texts.

Flood's comments relate

specifically to expository texts, 1vhich he contends
children find dif'f'icult because of' a lack of'
preparation t'or both the topic and structure of' the
text.

A variety of' methods exist !'or explicit
instruction of tltc comprehension skills required to
proces:.; expository texts.

'fhese methods use the

text's structure as the lever, in order to develop
comprehension skills aimed at recognizing and using
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that structure as the key to comprehending and

remembering.

Muth ,{1987b) believes that identii'yinc text

structure is not enough.

She advocates the need

~or

teachers to resolve reasons

use

o~

~or

the author's

particular structures and to demonstrate

how the ideas in the text hold together.

Her

method is.to ask focus questions so that children
can draw relationships among ideas.

She labels

her questions ''internal and external connection 11

questions (p.

255).

Internal connection questions

help to connect ideas in the text, and hence highlight the text's structure, and external connection
questions

int~grate

prior knowled,1ge.

text ideas 1dth the children's

Muth cl.aims her questioning

techniques should be explained expl.icitl.y and
modelled to children so as to give them the
con:f"idence they need to develop their own questioning
ability.

lotuth cl.aims that this is an e:f"f'ective

strategy which can be applied to any expository
text structure.

The overall aim is to help children

reach a stage ,.,.here they wil.l generate their own
connection questions f'or meaningf'ul learning.

In later research, Huth (1987a)discovcrcd that

'•

a hiera:rcllical summary, based on expository text
headings,

teaches students to use the text structure

to identi:fy idea relationships.
the use of' 'cOltceptual maps

1

She also advocates

1'1hicll eraphically

represent the main and subordinate text ideas, as

a means of' recognizing and adopting the author's
organization, and

1

thematic organizers

1

which use

top level text structures to identi:fy speci:fic
topic information which is then related to prior
knmdcdge (p. 69).

Using these three strategies,

J.futh collected data f'rom tests with Fourth, Fif'th,
Sixth and Seventh grade students, which showed
that the experimental groups, that is, those "'·ho
had received explicit text structure teaching 1
outperformed the control aroups :for merutinB"f'Ul
learning.

Although the instructional models have

some dral.,.backs in terms of' teacher time, the pOint
to be made is that instruction of' certain strategies
based on text structure

Taylor rutd Beach

~

enhance comprehension.

(1984, p. 136) claim that,

based on their data, Fi:fth grade students who had
boon taught to summarize expository text f'ollowine
the text's hierarchical structure of' headings and
sub-headings, were able to remember more than students
who did not :follm·.' the structure.
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Freedle and Hnle 's (1979, p. J.21) research on
instructional mcthac:s for co111prehension of expository
text i.s more specif'ical.ly geared to youne; children.
,'

Based on the premise that young children uriderstand

and are able to remember narrative discourse, that
is,

they have a narrative schema, Freedle and Hale

assert that comprehension of' expository discourse
can be more ably achieved by means of

sr:hema transfer."

11

narrutive

Their study involved lcinc!ercarten

and Fourth grade children.

Each group was &iven

narrative and expository forms of' texts liThich were
semantically identical..

The children 111ere able to

recall considerably more from the expository text,
even \'lith un:ramiliar content, when the similar
narruti,~e

text \l'as re.:f! to them :first.

In fact,

the jump Has :from 23~~ to 59~ correct recall.
in:formation.

Freedle and Hal.e sugffest that this

increase was brouaht about by the chil.dren trans:f'erring
their knOlV'ledge o:f story structure to un:f'amiliar
discourse, \·lhich, in this case, was expository prose.

SummarYThe literature reviewed argues that comprehension
is an interactive process betw·een nm>T inf'ormation
and prior ltnowledffe 1 1·/hich is organized and stored
,.,dthin a reader's mental :frameworl<, or schemata.
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There are f'our hierarchical levels nf' comprehension.
Nastery and control over the four J.evels is
developmental,

through direct instruction.

HOl'lever,

·''

at Junior primary level, little explicit comprehension
instruction occurs.

Research shows that, as early as

I\:indercurten and Year Two level, children can be

tauaht specific comprehension skills to help them

more ably process texts.

Various researchers

suggest methods of' instruction f'or comprehension

of expository prose, centred around the text's
structure 1 to enable children initially to develop
a

'feel' for the text's framework, and, onoc a

f'rruneNorl~

is comprehended, children adopt it into

their own organized mental structures 1-1here it is
called upon reeularly and easily f'or content reading.
The signif'icance of' this section is that research
does show some success in comprehension

in~tntction

o£' e.xpooitory prose, based on the te.xt 1 s structure,

in some younger

g~ades.

Summary of' the Chapter
The l.iterature that has been reviewed thus
far is directlY related to the research topic,
namely, the influence of' prior kno\dedge of' expository
te.xt structure on comprehension in young

chilcl~~en.
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Initially, literature pertaining to tile current
theoretical position of' the reading process \\'as

discussed.

Two significant points emerged:

1. A reader's ~}?rior knOlll'ledge interacts with

textual information for construction of meaning, and
2. Prior knotdedge includes text structure
information.

Section Tlii'O revietied literature on the nature

of' expository text.·

Support for this topic lies in

the discovery that expository text structure
organizes information to facilitate comprehension.

Section Three provided insights into the role
of' a reader's prior knotdedge of' text structure in

reading comprehension.

Research indicates that a

reader's !o16t'lledge of', and sensitivity to, text

structure interacts td th prior learning to a:f:fect
comprehension.

The signi:fi.cant points were:

1. Young children are given little exposure
to expository material before middle primary school.
2. It is possible that expository

pol<~er

is

linl(cd to ohi.ld development.

J.

There is a dearth o:f research on the influence

o:f )(no1'11edge of expository text structure on
comprehension in young children.
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Section Four established that expository text
has certain textual elements '"hich create a context
in which the reader constructs meaning.

The

literature does con:firm the' idea that readers form

a cognitive :framework about texts--or a context-in order to understand and remember information.

Section Five con:firmed an earlier observation
that exposure to expository text gains impetus at
the middle primary level; and again research in
this area o:f comprehension has been done with older
children.

Ho\.,rever, one study, \ihich directl.y

a££ects the :feasibility o:f this research, achieved

a signi:ficant degree o:f success in teaching expository
structure and associated comprehension skills to
young chil.dren.

Overall, it can be seen f'rom the literature
that the topic of' this research is not new.
the direction of' previous

resea~ch

steered towards older children.

However,

has predominately

The rationale ror

this study rests in the discovery in the literature
that one reason children do not comprehend
expository material is because it is not introduced
until middle primary, and explicit teaching of'
appropriate comprehension skills and text f'ormats
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is rarely done.

Reinforcement for this research

comes from Bartlet (1982, p. 86) and Kintsch
(in Singer 1982, P• 99) who assert that knowledge
of'

11

text struc;ture can be taught to those who do

not have it" and that organizational. strategies
should be taught to students to

11

help them become

better comprehenders and organizers."

Research questions and hYPotheses for this
study '"hich ,..ere formulated after an assessment of'
the literature are presented in the next Chapter.
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CHAPTER III
TIIEOHWl'ICAL ASSJmTIONS UNDlmLYING THE STUDY
ANJJ mm.IVATION OF HYPOTHESES

Introduction
The literature which 1..-ns reviewed in the
previous Chapter suBeests several reasons why

younff child rem cenernlly do not understand exposi t:ion.

The researcher's theoretical position bus been
cleri vcd f'rom an evaluation of' those l'f!asons..

The

theoretical assertions on which this study is based

are:
I. Expository text structure knowledge allovs
readers more ably to comprehend exposition by the

orGanization o£ information.
2. Skills ·f'or rP.coenizina and using expository
tc:=t structure can be taught to Year Three children.

3. E:-;;pository text structure knm..,.ledee, 1dth
or 1..-ithout topic f'amiliarity 1 will enhance
comprehension.

These three assertions acnerntcd the research
questions and hypotheses f'or this stucJy.

This

Chapter outlines the reHearcher's theoretical
position and details the
~mil

spccif'ic hypotheses.

sub.s~;•quent

research questions
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Theoretical Position
In this study,

the researcher's theoretical

position is derived

~rom

the assertion that a

reader's prior knowledge is a major factor in·''
reading lvhich a:ff'ects readi}fg comprehension.

The

know·ledge o:f text structure which a render brines

to the reading task is one of' the fundamental sets
of information comprised in a reader's prior
knowledge.

There are a number of' varied reasons why
many readers do not comprehend much of' the
expository texts used at

school levels.

~Iiddle

and Upper primary

These reasons include the following:

1. unsuitability of' material (Taylor, 1982)
2. texts not well organized (Armbruster, 1984)

J.

necessary reading skills and strategies

not taught (Nelms & Newby, 1985)

4.

little or no exposure to expository text

in early primary school grades (Hason, 1984).

'!'he assumption which lies behind this research

is that it is lack

o~

exposure
to and the lack
m

explicit comprehension instruction

o~

o~

expository

material in Junior primary grades that contributes
to the dif'f'icul ties 1ihich children encounter when
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confronted with inf'ormational texts in later yeurs.

This study seeks to find evidence·· to ·support
·or chall.enge three ideas, 111"hich are:
1. Children in Junior grades,

e.e.

1

Year

Three, who arH tauaht text structure through the
explicit instruction of' particular btowledge and

strategies, will, 1vitb practice, use the knowledee
of' that structure as an aid to the comprehension

of' other similar expository material.
2. Text structure knolvledffe is permanent, and

children 1\'ho have it \..dll use it even after a time
delay.

3. Prior knowlcdee of' text structure will
equip Year Three children

lVi th

an e:f'f'ective strategy

:for comprehendine; expository texts that are both

topically :familiar and unf'amil.iar.

Research Questions
Essential study questions provide a starting
point f'or generatinG specif'il: hypotheE.cs which
rolo.te to obtainill£::: data and controllinu vuriables.
The research questions f'or this study are:

Hajor flescnx:cl!_

_9u~_s_t_;_'?.!!

How ldll the teaching

ot: expository text

structure af'f'ect comprehension, in terms of'
restructuring text de.ta throuG"h writing, and recall
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of' facts,

in children in Year Three?

This major research question resulted in the
f'ollowing specific research questions that provided
the basis of' the hypotheses of' this study.

Specific

Re~-~-arch

Quest:i ons

lo H0\17 will the teaching of' expository text

struct'ure af'f'ect comprehension in terms of'

restructuring text data through writing of familiar
material in children in Year Three?

2. How will the teaching of' expository text
structure a:ff'ect comprehension in terms of'
restructurinc- text data through writing of unfamiliar
material in children in Year Three?

J.

How will the teaching of' expository text

s t;ructure af'f'ect comprehension in terms of' recall

of f'u.cts of' :familiar material in children in Year

Three?

4. How lYill the teaching of' expositor)• text
structure af'f'ect comprehcn.sion in tenus of' recall
of' f'acts of' unf'amiliar material in
Year Three?

chilrlr~n

in
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Thus, there are four areas

w·ere col.1ectcd,

constructed.

f~~om

which data

and for w·hich. hypotheses were

These areas can be diagrammatically

represented thus:

?-lain Question
F~c

Facts

Famil.ia/~:rami~

Questions

==:::::::::::::
Structure

~amilia~amiliar

It is important to note that all the expository
texts lV"ere report texts and each area for data
collection rel.ated to the immediate and del.ayed

response situations.

Objectives
This study was planned to· achieve the following
specific

obje~r.tives:

1. To teach expository text (report) structure
to Year Three children, f'oll01dng the f'rame\Y"ork
by SLoan and Latham.

2. To deUermine and measure the effect of
knowledge of expository text (report) structure on
comprehension in Year Three children, i.n both the
short and long term situations.
3. To investigate whether knoldedge of' expository
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text (report) structure affects comprehension of'
texts \'lith (a) familiar and (b) unfamiliar content.

Guided by the objectives of' this study and the
research questions, four hYPotheses l'lere formulated.

Hypothesis One
There 1vill be a significant difference between

the mean scores of' the Experimental and Control groups
on restructuring of expository text data 1'1i th
familiar material, in both the immediate and delayed
response situations, as a result of' text structure

instruction.

Hypothesis Two
There 1dll be a 5i.gnif'icant difference between

the mean scores of the Experimental and Control groups
on restructuring of' expository text data with
unfamiliar material, in both the immediate and
delayed response situations, as a result of' text
structure instruction.

Hypothesis Three
There l'lill be a significant dif'f'erence between
the mean scores of' the Experimental and Control groups
on reca11 of facts from familiar material, in
both the immediate and delayed repponse situations,
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as a result of text structure instruction.

Hypothesis Four
There \..rill be a significant dif'f'erence betb'een

the mean scores of the Experimental and Control

groups on recall of facts from unfamiliar material,
in both the immediate and delayed response situations,

as a result of text structure instruction.

Summary

The research questions and subsequent hypotheses
determined the design of' the investigation.

This

investigation sought to establish a cause and effect
relationship between text structure instruction and
reading comprehension.

There:fore, the Experimental

design was the most appropriate design to use.
design is detailed in the f'ollolving Chapter.

The
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CHAPTEH IV
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

PROCEDURES AND INSTRUMENTS

Introduction
The nature of' this study is experimental in
that one variable

1'/'US

systematically manipulated and

controlled in order to determine the ef':fects of'

this variation.

This Chapter details all aspects

of' the design, and procedures and instruments which
were used to comp.lete the experiment.

Subj~cts

(a) Selection
Fif'ty two mainstrewn students enrolled in
two Year Three cl.asses at dif'f'erent Government

primary schools were selected f'or the study.

The

schools were rated as homogeneous in terms of'
socinl and economic status.

Both schools provided

the same f'acilities f'or students and correspondine

classes 1.;ere simil.ar.

The two classes consisted of 27 girls and

25 boys whose ages ranged f'rom seven years tlii'O
months to eight years

thl~ee

months,

Ages lll'erc

s:i.tni1ar1y spread in each of' the populations.

Age

and sex dif'f'erenpes w·ere not deemed an important

influence on the outcome of' this study.

In both

classes, children l'li th reading dif'f'icul ties diagnosed
by school support teachers ,.,.ere excluded.
::

Forty two

children l.,rere matched in achievement/performance,
based on the results of' initial testing f'or general
reading comprehension and vocabulary knOldedge,
and were retained f'or the study.

(b) Subject Variables
This study specifically looked at subjects,
(hereinafter referred to as S 1 s) both male and
female in Year Three, and an average age variation
of' 12 months ,.,.as predicted.

In fact, the S's' ages

varied by lJ months, which was not considered
significant.

Both ages and sex differences were

not taken into account.

(c) Comprehension Performance
In order to remove any imablance between the
Experimental and Control groups in terms of' reading
performance, the Progressive Achievement Test
(P.A.T.) was administered.

It was asserted that

the comprehension ability of' the S's prior to the
experiment ,.,.auld influence the experiment if' there
were significant differences bet\.,reen the groups.
A comparison of' the means of' both po.pulations ,.,.as
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tested to

detc~rmine

differences.

if there \l'ere any sicrn:if'icant

Table 5.1 (Chapter 5 p. 85) sho\V'S the

means and the standard deviation f'or both
pc;pulations.

Design
As the purpose of this :3tudy 'h'as to 1:1easure
the effect of' teaching a top-level structure upon
comprehension, the OXilerimental biTe-group rJesign

of' pretest-treatment-posttest-delayed posttest
( Gaye, 1979) was .:~dopted.

'rhe design 1 s strength

lies in the clarity and weight of evidence lv"hich

can be used f'or predicting and eeneralizintg,

assuming the appropriate balance of' control is
pre::>ont.

Figure 1 de;_Jicts the overall design of' the

study and shol't'S the major variables.

Variables of' the Study
The Independent Variable in this stndy \'las
the instruction o~ expository (report) text
structure.

Tllis applied to material uhich was

both topically f'amil iar and tmf'amiliar.

The Depend on t Variable ltas

co~prehension.

Comprehension, in this study, \fas a measure of'
S' s ability to cf.'fect a text transf'•,rmation of'

'

Figure lL.Design

of'_:!:l:!_~_.)t~P.a.rir:!.£!!!

Pilot §tudy to trial
Testing Instruments

'
Selection of' Schools
Contact with Principals and Teachers

P.A.T. Reading Perf'ormance Heasure

J

Random Allocation of' Children
to Experimental a1~C Control Groups

~xperimental Group

I

l Administration

Control Group

of' Topic Questionnaire

I

I

Pretest on Dependent Variable J

Treatment
Six sessions on Text
Structure of: Reports
(Independent Variable)

'

Silent Reading
of' ~evarts
(No int>truction)

•

Posttest on Dependent Variable

I

I

Delayed Post test on Dependent Variable

Results analysed :for :~irrnif'icant
Dif'f'ercnce betw·een Heans J2. ( . 05
lconclusions DraNn
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unstructured text into a structured text,
:l'acts.

and recall

One measure of' com:1rBhension (that is, the

Proflressi ve Achievement Test) ,.,.as already om pi ric ally
validated.

Jlm~ever, the ta:~ts und measures of'

co:uprehension relovant to this stntly tll'cre self'

rievi.5ed, and Nere based on research done in this

area by Richgels, Z.fcGee, Lomax and Shead (1937).
Therefore, it is asserted that they are theoretically
valid.

Bxtraneous variables in this study tvcre
recognised and controlled (see later in this Chapter).

A detailed discussion of' the variables of'
this study f'ollmll"s.

Independent Variable
Instruction of_Lxpository Text
Familiar and Unfamiliar I·lf!!.e_~!.

~}tructure

an

The top-level text structure of' a report
(Sloan and Latham, 1989) \ias used for all text
structure instruction, that is, twincr both toT)ic
familiar and topic

unf8J!lil~

material.

The "f'ive

components of' the report f'rumeworJ' are:
Classification:

llho.t is it? lihat family
docs i t belong to?

Description:

1fuat does it look like-size, colour, shape?

.,

Place/Time:

lv'here is .it? Habitat?
Extinct or li vine?

Dynamics:

ltha.t does it do?

How

d1lU.S

it move or Hark?
Concluding

Brief' summary statement

~t~!:

(Sloan <U1.d Latham, 1989)

The treatmHnt l'las d0siened to make the tnplevel structure explicit to the subjects by usinrr
various game.s and activities.

One important

activity in this treatment l'las Lnnguac;e Reconstructio11
(Sloan & Latham, 1981).

The focus in the

treatment llias on the organization of' ideas in
the text and textual clements such as paragraphing,
sentence lon&"th and key words \'/ere highliehted in
order to reinf'orce the structure.

In all cases,

the texts were reports of' living and non-li_ying
animals, and objects.

Kintsch (1982) asoerted that cont<:.:nt f'amiliaril:y
is necessary :for comprehension

01~

expos! tion.

In

this study, this notion l-tas beina tested, and
comprehension lias heine- mea:1ured with both f'amil:tu.r
and unf'amiliar contHnt.

The measure of' the

content's f'ruail.iari ty 11.•as u. Prior Knowledc;e
Q.uootionnaire which l-tas eiven to the S' s prior to
any s.:.")CC i -r.tc comprehension testing (see Appendix

marked A f'or copy of' Questionnaire).
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Den end en t

V<!E,iab!_~ .. .::.....Q.CJ'.!Q..~Jlsion

The Dependent Variable in this investigation
was reading comprehension.
comprehension

'lias

!:1. this s tJ.tdy,

dcf'ined in';t•vo f'orms;

(a) us

the ability to trans :form tGxt b::.r restructurine and
These t1"0 aspects \>'ere applied

(b) recall of' f'acta.

to f'amiliar and unf'amiliar texts.

As already

stated, the reconstruction or transformation of'
text material is the highest level of' comprehension

(:Iittlemann, 1983).

In this invnstigation, &eneral

comprehension was assessed using the Progressive

Achievement Test which

consi~ted

of' a multiplu

choice comprehension test based on short discourse
selections,

(a measure of' inf'erren tial comprehension

'lias also obtained), and a vocabulary test.
Speci~ic

comprehension was assessed by tests on

texts t'lhicll took the :form of'

unstructnr~d

on f'amiliar and unf'amiliar topics.
involved tho
written f'orm.

r~constru.ction

rr,ports

This measure

of' taxi; ma.tcrinl in

The composing act of' wr.ltinu-

ref'lects the hielwst

l"v~l

n:f comprehension.

:-\t

the same time, a second measure was tal, en 011 the
number of' :facts recalled :f'rom both :familiar and

un:familiar material.

Extraneons

V~~ables

The extraneous y;,,_riables 1>f' compal~ablc numl.H~rs 1
range of' abilities,

tosting times, rules of' tcstine

,,

and materials f'or both groups '''ern ta~\:en into
account.

These vario..lJles were controlled in the

f'ollo\.;in.,:s l·tays:-

Care was ta!cen in the:~ selection process to
choose schools 1o1ith numerically com:_1arable class
sizes in Year Three.

Some S 1 s were removed !'rom

the study due to severe reading limita.tions.
Absence f'rom ffenural comprehension and pretest
measures f'urther excluded other S 1 s.

The

Experimental group 1 s f'inal number lias 21.

These

21 S' s were then matched in enneral readine
p~rf'ormance

with 21 students in the Control group,

based on P.A.T. testinff and a ,!-test f'or a
signif'icant dif'f'erence bet1men the means.
process achieved two things.
tlH~

Fil~stly,

This

i t CI!Un.llerJ

c-roll[) sizes, and secondly, i t rern(>Ved any

imbalance of' fftJnerul reading ability prior to the
cx_periment.

(b) Testi~g Times and Rules of' Testinff.
Testing times and

1:1or~tina

adhcr<~nce

to rules uere

and identical rules of' testing a11plied
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ror both groups (see Section headed Procedure p.75 for

f'urther details).

(c) Naterials
S 1 s in both groups received the same
expository reading material, that is, unstructured
reports.

The Experimental group used this material

f'or a variety of' activities, whilst the Control
group silently read the material.

This was done to

ensure that every S had exposure to the same

reading material..

Testing Instruments and Materials
The f'ollowing tests and materials

1~ere

used

f'or the collection of' data in this investigation:

1.
Head in

and Vocabul.a

The main purpose of' these tests has been
described by Clark (1973) as:

Materials (that) are int"ended primarily to
assist teachers in determining the level
of' development attained by their pupils
in the basic skills o£ reading
comprehension and ,.,.ord kno\.,.ledge • o o .
It is expected that the test results
\dll help teachers make decisions about
the k:ind o£ teaching material.s, methods
and programs most suitable for their pupils. (p. J)
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Gomp r•~ h e1.~.£.ion Camp O...!!£!l.t_2.£...2:! A .!.T-!.
The compreh,)nsion section of' the P .A. T. 111'hich

is suitable f'or Year Three consists of eight
passages ;vhich 1 once read,
anSil'l.!r

requirP. the :..; 's to

ho litel.. a:t. and inferential questions in

multiple choice f'orm.

Therefore,

S's ability to read for meaning.

they measure the

To do so, the

reader must use no11.-visual information (or ;=~rior

knO\\"lcdge) in order to complete the test.

ThC:! test has a rAliability coei'f'icirmt of' .83
and.a hiGh content validity.

It was f'elt that

this study benef'itted :from the use of' a reliable,

valid, meaninz-based test lll'hich 1'1ould allo•1' tlle
experimenter to determine the S 1 s level o:f meaninc;
mn..kin~

un nxtracts of' discourse :from a variety of'

topics awl 1friting styles which includerl cxpo:::;ition.
The ra'i scores 1iOre used as data f'or ma.Rahing
overall roading pcrf'ormance bet1iCCn the P.xperimenta1
und Control

~roups.

Vocabu1ar_x _C_O!I!E.£J!C!.n_! _o_f'_R._.A_ ...L,_
Vocabulal"J! tests are an ucc:evtable method of'
measuring certain as:,ccts r>f reading pru•f'on'lance.
!lo~icver,

·,l'ord identification does not automatically

provide word meanine.
textual elm•wnts

iJhic~t,

Vocabulary is one of' the
to3ctl1r!r with S)tntax, ffUides
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meani'lg nw.kina.

'rheref'ore,

:lt ,.,.as considered

relevant to use a vocabulary me:.tHUre to provide
f'urthar insiehts into the S's ability to rend f'or
meaning.

.\lthough the vocn.bulary scores were not

used, i t lias important to

administer~

parts of:

the P • .A,'!', in order to establish a sound ref'J.cction

of' the s' s meaning ma!dne a hili tj.es, so that self'

devised ensuine tests could be more accurately
gaugecl to the S' s rending capabilities •

2. Prior KnowledGe

questionn:£.~

In order to satisf'y all .four hypotheses, it
was necessary to ostablish what the

8

1

~

considered

familiar and unf'amiliar content material.

This

1'1as

achieved by usinl}' a questionnaire which listed a

variety of' topics f'or the S's to identif'y as
k1w-:dne a 1ot, a reasonab1e amount,

nothing about.

a 1i ttle or

The pre and posttests then ,... ere

devised according to the scores, that is,

three

tests were basad on topics ,.,.hlclt almoflt all of' tlw
3'

,<;

identif'icd as f'runiliar,

and three tnr,;ts were

based on topics ,.,.ldc!1 were olearl.y identif'ied as
unf'amilial~.

J.

Pre and Pos~~~~~

Neasurinc instrumunts hud tQ be constructed
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f'or this study because a standardized text l'lhich dealt
\vith text structure lll'as not available.

The tests

\'/ere checked for content and structure validity by

an independent reading expert.

The data gathered from

the ·pile t study earl.y in the year shm... ed that the teats

reliably measured recall and structure.

In addition,

they provided data relevant to the length and type of
materials, in terms of vocabulary and concepts, w'hich
could be used effectively in the reconstruction of
text materials to be used in later testing {see Appendix K).

The tests used for pre, post and delayed
posttests were all approximately the same length,

that is, about 250 words.
15 and 20 facts,

They each contained between

and l'lere unstructured reports, that

is to say, the content of' each text was organized,
by paragraphs, in the report pattern or :framework of'
classification/description/place-time/dynamics/concluding
statement, and although lihole paragraphs were not
fragmented,

they ,.,.ere re-arranged so that no structure

was evident.

Each test included tlio unstructured reports.
One report ,.,.as written on a :familiar topic and one
was \iri ttcn on an unfamiliar topic.

Pretest:

The topics were:

Bats - :familiar
Bighorns - unfamiliar
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Posttest:

Soil - f'amiliar
Tuatara - unf'amiliaJ:'

T)r~layed

Tools - familiar

Posttest:

One-Humped Camel - unf'amil.iar

A ::>ample of' each te:Jt is located in the Appendix
marked B, C, D, g, F, and G.

S' s liere required to
and then write about it.
servr~d

r(~ad

each report text 1

This 111rit-cen.

compo~,;ition

as a means of' sho11ing the t1vo aspects of'

comprehension relevant to this study, namely, the
restructuring of text data. and the recall of' facts.
It lll'as f'el t that evidence of' structure would af'f'ect
other

ar1~as

of' comprehension, that is, the quality

of' the 111ritten composition woul.d improve if' the S' s
could impose a structure or f'ramcntork on their
th.i.nkina.

Theref',Jrc, i t was asserted th.a t prior

knowledge of' text structure would result in the
3' s reconstruction of' the texts in a trne report

:format, thereby trtu1sformine an unstructured writ.ten
text into a l'lell-structured composition.

It 1'/as

also asserted that str11cture knmo'lcdge would improve
the

ni~mber

o:r rt'lCalled facts.

The scoring was a.s f'ollo,.,s:
l. one ?Oint f'or •3acl: of' f'ive st.ructuro
points in correct order
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2. one point :for each recalled :fact.

These scores l'lere all used :for statistical

processing.

4. Naterial.s
The :following materials lVere used for

collecting data:

1.. blank lined paper for each S

2. the Progressive Achievement Test
Reading Comprehension and Vocabulary
test booklets and anSl'ler sheets

3. prior knoldedge questionnaire

4.

pre and posttests on text structure
(as discussed in this Chapter).

Procedure
The overall. design of' this study \'las experimental

in order to measure and compare the effectiveness
of one approach over another, between tlii'O groups.
The procedure for c'onducting the experiment provided
the basic structure of the study, and is ll.Ol'l detail.ed.

1.

SeJ.,~ctJ.on

of schools (based on socio-

economic equality).
2. Administration

o~

the Progressive Achievement

Test •
.3~~

Bused on results

o~

the P.A.T., S's

~rom

eacll class population ,.,.ere matched and retained.
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This process of' matching Ilroducect

t11'0

populations

'-.rhich were equated as equal in terms o:f rearline,

that is, genoral comprehension COlill,)rising vocabulary
and understanding of' discourse, literal and inferential.

h.

Desianation of' Control and Experimental

ar,>u,·.s l•'as done by £'lipping a coin.

5. A questionnaire (sec Appendix A) was given
to

the

5 1 s as a broad means o:f (totermining 1V'hat

content liaS :familiar or unfamiliar to the S' s.

This

aspect o:f the procedure was done to provide ;3'uideliJH.!S for the selection of appropriate text materials

:for pre and posttests.

It was found in the

exploratory work that the S's prior knowledge of'

contrmt II"'OlllJ be a :factor in t:1e present study.

As

this study examines both f'amiliar and unf'arniliar
material, it ~.,ns consillered .imi)ortunt to f'ind areas
of' content f'rom which appropriate f'amiliur and
unf'~niliar

texts could be drawn.

6. Familiar and unfamiliar texts ,... ere prepared
/

usinff the report text tn)e (Sloan & Latham, 1989).
An analysi:; of: tha:'se texts is provided unr.:'or the

heading: Testing Instruments and Hatcrials.

?.

A pretest (on the dependent variable) was

administered.

;
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Treatment Phase
8. Expcrirnental ~~~

T•!'lelve

lmGtructur.~d

tc:;;ts art familiar and

nnf'am:tliar topics t-.rerc presented to the S 1 s and
act:iv.itics relating to the :::.tructurc liere completed.

None of' the activities required the Experimental
c-roup to 11•ritc

;vritten text invcJlvinl! structure.

.:1.

The activities consisted of' oral games such as
\{hat ~ and Reporter (sec Appendix II and I),
and L::mguae;e :leconstruction (Appendix J).

Contra~

GrOU:Q.

Tlo;cl.vn Ltnstructured texts (~eport text type)
on familiar and un:f'amilio.r content w·ere eiven to

No instruction

the Control croull f'or silent reading.

regarding structure was undertaken.

The Control

group was aiven thP.o same \-.rritten material us the
Experimental group in order to eliminate any

advantag-e the Experimental e;roup may have obtained
:from

exposur~

\ll'hich al thoue;h

to a quantity o:f H'ritten materi:tl,
un~tructured,

\ll'ere reports.

It \ll'as

asserted that unless this \ll'as done, the l';xperimental
group may have derived some Eain j11st by havinz
contact' \'lith the tYPe of' materials \'lhich \'i'Ould be
used in testincr.

Thus,

in the pretest,

trcnt1:1ent

and posttest conditions, both crronps had contact

.,
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with iUentical materials.
b~·l;woc.•n

groups

in the presentation of' structure enhancing
~he

activities to

~xporimontal

the only

dif'f'erAnce
\110.5

t~1e

Ar.corclin[;ly,

and Control

Bxperimcntal Group.

None of' the

activities used in the treatment f'igured in any \<'ay

in the pre and posttest conditions.
9. A ;:->osttest was conducted on the day
f'ollowincr the last treatment.

A further posttost

was conducted two weeks lat11r.

The f'irst posttest

was given to measure the imme(]iate effects of' the

treatment upon the dependent variable and the
5ccon.d posttcst

~-·ns

clesicrned to measure the delayed

e:f':['ects oi' t;lC troatment.

10.

Responses were analysed according to

tile criter.La established :for

m~asuring perf'on:~ance

on the dependent variable· (see under headinG
Testing Instruments anrl Hatnrials P• 74)

Timetable

~or

Collecting Data

The sequence of' data collection was as f'ollows:Activity

Session

1
2

J
4

5

6
7
3
9

P.A.T. compreh~nsion
P.A.T, vocabulnry
Prior Knowledge Questionnaire
Pretest

l

11

l~Omins

Inutruction sessions data collected only f'or
evaluation rJf ;>rogramrne

10
12

ltOmins
JOmins
20m ins

Posttcst
Delayed Posttest

!~omins

40mins
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Instructions f'or

.~J:t.,.e Admi_l]}_~_t..:r-.~_tio~_±:__'£~~~~

The Pro,l!:.essivo Achievement Test
The same procednras f'or tluCJ; administration of'

the comprehension and vocabulary components of' this
test aj,Jplied to both groups, 1dth the

f'ollo·.~·ing

considerations:
1. S 1 s were advised that the test

W'.ts

to help

teachers better understand h.0\'1 children read, and
that no marks '"auld be given or used at school.
They ,.,.ere further advised that (a) no help would
be c;iven,

(b) they must Hark inde.pendently and

(c) make a best guess if necessary.
2. s•s were given time to orgunize lead pencils
and erasers.

:3. The test booklet and answer sheets were
distl~.tbuted.

h. Relevant information (name, age, school)

was recorded.

5. Test examples 1'1cre completed and questions
1'/Cre invited.

AnS1'/ers were given and a f'inal check

was made to ensure that everyone kne1'1 the proCI!durc.

6. S' s ''/ere reminded of' un!.:n:•1m \'lord stratec;ic:>
in order to achieve an independent reading situation.

7• The teut began.
B. No help 1\'ns given throughout the testing time.

9· Af't,er

precisr~ly 40 minutes

(comprehension)

and JO minute::> (vocabulary) the test \'las concluded.
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10. S's were asked to check their neighbour's
personal information (as well as their own).

The

test sheets were collected an<l scored according to
the master anS\'ler sheets for both sections.

The Prior Kn01"ledge Questionnaire
The collection of these data \'las completed
prior to any specific compre11.ension testing.

It

\'/as done as f'ol.low·s:

1. S's were given a test sheet.
2. S 1 s filled in name and school on the sheet.

J.

S 1 s were instructed that:
(aJ completion of' this information 11"0Uld

help the researcher establish how much
know· ledge the S 1 s held about certain topics,

so that lessons miaht include familiar and
unfamiliar things.
(b) it

\'las

def'initeJ.y not a test looking

:for right or \'lrong anS\II'Crs.

4.

The test began.

5. Af'ter eight minutes, a check \'las made to
see if' more time \ias needed.
6. Af'ter two more minutes,

the test was

concluded.
7. '.rest papers were collected anll scored.

Topics f'or teaching sessions and testing materials
tv ere based on the scores.

Pre, Post and Delayed Posttests
Each student was given a sheet o:f lined pa11er
on tvhich to tvrite name and school.

Students tvere

instructed as :follotvs:

1. The purpose.o:f the study was to help
teachers :fi17d ways of' understanding hmv students
could more ably learn :from textbooks.
2. They tvould receive ttvo texts (one at a
time) which the researcher would orally read as
they :follotved.
3· They would then read the text at their
normal readin& speed.

4. The text should be re-read.
5 • They should raise a hand tvhen they had
:finished reading.
6. They must remain quiet until the time
limit :for reading (8 minutes) had elapsed.
7.

\</hen given the signal, they were to

write dotvn tvhat they could remember :from the text.

The texts were collected, then students were
eivcn the signal to start \Vriting.
minutes, a check

~v-as

After twelve

made to see if' the S's

•
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needed more time.

All students had completed in

the twelve minute time limit.
repeated f'or the second text,

This procedure l<IUS

so that the

requirement' of' a familiar and an unf'arniliar topic

could be met.

•

SJ

r

CHAPTEH V
FINDINGS OF THE,. STUDY

Introduction
In .Chapter Four, the experimental nature of'
this study was detailed·.
experiment

aencJ.~ated

The data which this

are presented in this Chapter

and are discussed in terms of' each hypothes:Ls.

The main research question asked:
>

How will the teaching of' expository text
structure ef'f'ect comprehension, in terms of'
restructuring text data through writing, and
recall of' £'acts, in children in Year 3?

This questi'on generated f'our speci.f'ic research

questions which focussed on £'our areas, namely:

1. restructuring of' text data ld th familiar material
2. restructuring of' text data \dth unfamiliar material

J. recall of' facts with familiar material
4. recall of' f'acts with unfamiliar material

Bef'ore undertaking specif'ic comprehension
testing, a broad measure of' the S•s• general
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comprehension

\Vas

required to ensure that the

groups were comparable.

The Progressive

Achievement Test was administered and scores
~.

for the comprehension component were analysed
for anY significant differences betl-1een the

groups.

Table 5.1 shows the total scores, means

and standard deviations for the comprehension
component of' this test, on 1Y'hich a t-test for
significance 1vas completed.

Table .5.1 shO\V'S the data relating to the

Progressive Achievement Text on the dependent
variable, general comprehension.

The means of'

the Experimental and Control groups we~e ~
and

!! =

11.000 respectivel.y.

t

= 9.476

values ,.,.ere

identical for both groups, that is,

! =

(df' 20,20) at a probability level of'

.966

£ =

.339.

'fhus, the data show that there was no signif'icant
dif'f'erence (E.> .05} between the groups on general
comprehension perf'ormance.

Theref'ore,

~or

this

study, it was assumed that the two groups were
comparably matched in terms of' general
comprehension.
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Table 5.1
Comparison of' Neans f'or General Comprehension f'or

Experimental and Control Groups

Experimental

Number

Control

21

21

Total Score

2J1

He an
Standard
Deviation

11.000

4.935

t-value
Probability

*£>

.as

.JJ9*
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Specific Comprehens·ion Data

Data 1vere collected for two two specific aspects
of' comprehension, namely,

(a) restructuring of' text

data, and {b) recall of' facts,
namely,

and t1.,ro tYPeS of' tE!xts,

(c) report text on familiar topics and {d) report

text on unfamiliar topics.

These four areas generated

four hypotheses (see Chapter Three, pp. 6·0-61.).

It is important to note that the two groups 11ere

not being compared on their pretest scores on any of'
the f'our areas.

The pretest scores, w·i th particular

attention to structure, \'{ere as might be expected.
Ho1vever, the research design was not structured around

ensuring equal performance at the pretest, but rather
to measure changes in performance f'rom pre to post
and pre to delayed posttests.

Further research would

be required where equivalent pretest performance is
built into the research design.

An alternative approach

,,ould be to apply the analysis of' covariance where
differences in pretest scores were evident.
study,
issue.

In this

diff'crences at the pretest stage were not an
Therefore, f'or analysis purposes, the differences

betllieen the pre and posttest and the pre and delayed
posttest scores were used in order to establish a true
comparison bet1,;een the groups.

An appropriate

1

paired 1

!-test of' significance was carried out, and procedures
llihich determined equal or unequal variances were applied.
Table .5.2 shows the score dif'f'erences which were used
f'or analysis purposes.
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Table ,5.2
Differences Bettll'een Haw Scores of' Pre and 'Posttests

..

f'or Experimental and Control Groups

Control.

Experimental
Restructure

Recall

Restructure

Recall

F

u

F

u

F

u

F

u

Pretest
Total Scores

8

0

85

77

7

2

56

31

Posttest
Total Scores

58

75

63

92

l

7

33

51

Difference
Betlvcen Scores

50

75

-22

J.5

-6

5

-23

20

Delayed Posttest Total
Scores

52

48

75

73

0

l

4J

63

Dif'f'erence
Between Scores

44

48

-10

-4

-7

-1

-13

32

(Dl)

(D2)

NOte.

F

re~ers

to Familiar texts

U refers to Unfamiliar texts
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General Findings
Effects of' Text Structure Instruction
on Specific Comprehension

Introduction
Research questions 1 -

4 (see Chapter 'l'hree)

provided the bases f'or the hypotheses for 111'hich data

were collected in both the immediate and delayed
response situations.

Each hypotheses is stated,

and the relevant data are then presented and
analysed.

Then the hypotheses' conclusions are

dralin and discussed.

Effects of' Text Structure Instruction on the
Restructuring of' ExpositGry Text with Familiar
Nat erial
I

Hypothesis 1 stated:

There 1dll be a si8'nif'icant difference between

the mean scores of' the Experimental and Control
groups on restructuring of' expository text data
1'1ith f'amiliar material, in both the immediate and
delayed response situations, as a result of text
structure instruction.

Table 5.3 presents data \V'hich indi.cate a
significant difference (J.?.

< .001)

between the mean
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scores of the differences between the pre and

'
posttest conditions for' the Experimenta].
group
compared \Vi th the Control group on the restructuring

of expository text data with :familiar content in
, both the immediate and delayed response si tuation·s.

The means of' the Experimental group were

~

= 2.38

and 2.10 and the means of' the Contro1 group were
H

=

-.28 and

-.JJ,

which depict a significantly

higher level of' comp:rehension performance in the·
Experimental group on this. variable.

Conclusion
H

1

predicting a significant d.iff'erence between

the means of' the

t\'10

groups on the ef'f'ect of text

'
structure instruction on restructuring
of text data
_with familiar material is supported in the immediate
response

(! =

-7.1,

delayed response (t

(d~ 20,20),

= -5.3,

£( .001) and the

(d~ 20,20},

E.<

.001)

conditions.

Discussion
The hypothesis stating that there l'iould be a
signi~icant

dif'f'erence betl'leen the means of' the

two groups with respect to this comprehension
variable ,.,as sup_ported.

The highly·

signi~icant

probability level, in support of' the Experimental
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Table 5 ._1

Score D:i.f'f'erenccs 1 Ncans and ,!-test Dif'f'erences

Between Neans :for Hestructuring of Expository

Text Data, Familiar

~ext.

Experimental

Control.

N(21)

N(21)

Posttest

-6
-.28
t

= -7.1 (df' 20,20)

£<

;001

Delayed Posttest

44

D2

-7

2.J.O

:r.Iean

t

= -5·J (!!f 20,20)

£<

,001

Note.

= difference bet\teen pre and posttest raw scores
= dif'f'orence between pre ruld delayed posttest
raN· scores

group,

that is

.E.<

.001, suggests that the

Experimental treatment probably accounted f'or the
difference in perf'ormance as measured by the mean
scores.

Therefore, in this case, chance can be

discounted as an explanation· of' the difference.
This level of'

sih~if'icance

held true f'or both the

immediate and delayed response situations ..

It '"as asserted previously in this study
that transforming a text,

tltat is, restructurin&"

through \'lri ting, using ·:familiar topic material,
would indicate the highest level of' comprehension.
Table

5.3 shows that S's in the

Experiment~!

group were able to restructure an unstructured
report text according to a true report format,
thus demonstrating a superior degree of' u·nderstanding
of' the text ..

Given the constraints of the time frame, the

'
·capacity of' children
of this age to retain knowledge
over a t1.,0 \oteek period 'd thout any reinforcement
tends to indicate medium, if' not long term,
positive effects of' the treatment on the S's'
comprehension, in terms of' restructuring an
unstructured text.
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In this experiment, this finding supports
the notion that the direct teaching of' text
structure, 1Y'h:ich was done using the activities

marked H, I and J in the Appendix, and which
involve oral games lihich concentrate on the report

structure components, and language reconstruction,
had an effect on comprehension, in both the short
and long term, in terms of' restructuring a text
\'lith topically familiar material.

Ef'f'ects of' 'fext Structure Instruction on the
Restructuring of Text Data with Unfamiliar Material

Hypothesis 2 stated:

There wil.l be a sfgnif'icant dif'f'erence between
the mean scores of' the Experimental and Control
groups on restructuring of' expository text data
ld th unf'amil.iar material,

in both the immediate

and delayed response situations, as a result o:t
the instruction of text structure.

·'

9J
Table 5.4 presents data '''hich .indicate a

significant dif'.ference {,g< .001) between the mean

..

scores of' the differences

bet1~een

the pre and

posttest conditions for the Experimental group
compared tdth the Control group, on the restructuring

of' expository text data td th unfamiliar content in

both the immediate and delayed response situations.
The means of the Experimental group were

N = 3o57

and 2.29 and the means of' the Control group were
~

= .24 and -.05, ,.,.hich depict a s.ignif'.icantly

hit;her level of comprehension performance in the
Experimental group on this variable.

Conclusion
H

2

predicting a sicrnif'icant difference between

the means of' the

groups

ho'O

lias

- = -9.76,

immediate response (t
.

supported f'or the

(Q! 20.20)

and the delayed response (t = -6.81.,

.E.< ~001.).

E.< .001)

(df' 20,20)

In this study, lack of' f'amiliari ty did

not af'f'ect the restructuring of' a text 1d th regards
to the measures used.

Hot'lever,

these data do show

that structure l'lill be appl:i.ed to material which
has potentially less meaning.

Discussion
11

2

predicti.ng a siflnif'icant dif'f'erence betl-1een

the mean scores of' the two groups on this variable

''

'!'able 5.4

Score Differences, Nedfls and !-test Differences
beth•een Beans for Hestructuring of' Expository

Text Data, Unfamiliar Haterial.

gxperimental.
N(21)

Control
N(21)

Posttest

75

5

.24

J,57

J.1ean
t

=

-9.76 (df' 20,20) p( ,001

Delayed Posttest

48
2.29

!olean
t

= -6,81 \.!!£

-1

-.05
20,20) p( .001

Note.

=

dif'f'erence between pre and posttest rm.,. scores

= difference between pre and delayed posttest
raw scores
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is supported, based on the data presented in
Table

5. 4.

:Moreover,

the magnitude of difference

in the posttest mean differences resulted in a
probability level of E. = .000, l<lhich, in this case,

discounts any likelihood of the dif'f'erence

occurring by chance.

The delayed posttest score of

the Experimental group confirms the long-term

positive effect of the treatment on comprehension.

The l!ontrol group's scores barely changed,
lV'i th very little movement

in either direction,

indicating no intentional use by the S's of
structure as an aid to comprehension by the

organization of facts.

Statistical analysis of the data suggests
that topic f'amiliarity was not necessarily a prerequisite for comprehension in terms
restructurin~

o~

and reordering data, thereby

reinf'orcing the fact that the diff'erence bet\'t'een
the means can be more decidedl.y attributed to the
S's use of' text structure, provided by the
treatment.

Comprehension invol.ves structure and

lexical kno1't'!edge.

In this case, text structure

1c:no111'ledge enabl.ed the S 1 s to reorganize unfamiliar
inf'ormation in the text, 1'lhich indicates
meaningf'ul reading.

It is concluded therefore, that instruction
of text structure had a major enhancing effect on
comprehension in the short and long term .in terms
of restructuring of text data 'ri th unfamiliar
material.

Effects of Text Structure Instruction and Recal:
of' Facts v1i th Familiar Hat erial

Hypothesis J stated:

There w·ill be a significant difference between
the mean scores of' the Bxperimental and Control
groups on recall of' facts from familiar material,
in both the immediate and delayed response
situations, as a result of text structure instruction.

Table

5·5 shows that there were no significant

differences (;£) .OS) be~:rteen the mean scores of
·the differences between the pre and posttest
conditions of the two groups on recall of facts
from topically familiar material, in either the
immediate or the delayed response situation.
data indicate that, in f'act,

The

there ,.,.as a decline

in both groups in the number of facts recalled.
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Table

.5 • .2_

Score '1iff'crcnceH, Means and !-test Dif'f'ercnces
Bc·Jti.,enn Henns for He call of' !"acts from

J~xposi tory

Text Data, Familiar Hatcrial.

~Xperimcntal

N(21)

Control

N(21)

Po.sttest

-22
r.rca.."l

-2J
1.10

l,J.O
t

.oo (if

=

20,20),

Q> .05

-------------------.--------------Delayed Posttest
-10

-13
.62

f.fean
t

= .25 (df' 20,20),

£>

.05

- - - - - - - - - - - - - · - ---- -- .. ------

Note.

!)1 = dif'f'erence
D2

beb~onn

pro and postteRt ra\1' scores

= di:f:ference b<-ttl..rnon pre and dele.y0d :)ostte,;;t
raw scores.
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Conclusion
1:1

3

predicting a signif'icant dif'f'erence bet1'o1een

the means of' the two groups for this variable Nas
rejected :for the immediate response

{t

= .. 00,

(df' 20 1 20), p} .05) and for the delayed response

(! = .25, (df' 20,20), E.> .05) situations.

Discussion
According to the data in Table 5.5, both
groups sho,.,red a comparable decrease in the number

of' facts recalled, in both the post and delayed
posttests.

Differences in the means resulted in

probability levels of'£= 1.00 and£=

·.ao,

both

of which ,.,ere not statistically signif':i.cant.

There are a number of' reasons 1ihy text

structure instruction in this study did not seem
to inf'luence the number of' facts recalled in both

groups.

l!'irstly, the instruction sessions

concentrated on the organization of' ideas in the
texts, and not on the number of' ideas 1dthin the
discourse.

At all times, attention 1'i'as dra1m to

the underlying concept of' the f'rnme1'i'orlc of' the
text, 'vi thin which the ideas f'i tted.
in the

te~ting

situation, the

s•s•

Consequently,

concentration

seemed to be f'ocussed on to the main structure
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points and not on to details.

A f'urthar influence on the recall of :facts

(in terms o:f details) could be fairly ;,;,ttributed
to the Uegree of' kno1,•ledge readers hold about a

specific topic.

S 1 s may have had pertinent

knmY"ledge of' the topic, but 1.,rere not able to use

structure to bring that knowledge to bear on the
texts.

This study used a broad measure of' topic

familiarity in the form of' a questionnaire which

al.l.ol'led the S 1 s to rate their knowledge of' certain

topics.

The S 1 s

1

age and lack of experience in

filling out questionnaires could have produced
results l'lhich did not accurately reflect their
knol.,ledge.

Subsequently, the testing texts may not

have been good examples of' familiar topic material,
and theref'ore details would be leso likely to be
remembered.

Lastly, the short-term memory has a capacity
ror six or seven items.

Those items can be

churu~s

of' inrormation, or isolated letters or ,...ords
{Smith, 1978).

Perhaps young chi1dren, who are

immature readers are not adept at storing chuWcs
of' meaningf'ul information, ,,..hich in turn
influences the number of' facts reca11edG
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Overall,

i t seems clear that, :for l'lhatever

reason, text structure knowledge did not promote
more detailed memorization of the in:formation in
the tex.'t.

The structure appeared to be the lever

for remembering main textual ideas only.

The data

clearly suggest then, that the experimental
treatment had no effect on the S's literal

comprehension.

Ef'f'ects of' 'fext Structure Instruction and Recall

of' Facts - Unf'amil.iar Naterial

Hypothesis 4 stated;

There will be a signif'icant dif'f'erence

betwe~n

the mean scores of' the Experimental and Control
groups on recall of' :facts :from unfamiliar material,
in both the immediate and delayed response situations,

as a result of text structure instruction.

Table 5.6 shol'IS that there 1iere no siffllif'icant
dif'f"erences bet\ieen the mean scOres of' the
dif"f"erences between the pre and posttest conditions
of'- the two groups on recall of' f'acts using unf"amiliar
. material in the immediate response situation (E.> .OS).
Ho·,iever, in the delayed respoltse, the data show
that there ,.,..as a signif'icant dif'f'erence (£.(.OS)
in f'av.our of' the Control group.
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Table 5.6
Score Differences, Heans and ,!-test Differences
Between Heans :-l'or Recall of' Facts from Expository

Text Data, Unfamiliar Material.

Experimental

Control

N(21}

N(21}

15

20'

Posttest

D1

.71

Mean

.95

= .54 (df 20,20}, ;e).05

t

Delayed Posttest

32

-4
-.14

Mean
t

L52

= 2.95 (df 20,20), :e<·05

Note.
n

1

n2

= difference b(Jtl'ieen pre and po-sttest rali scores
--·difference between pre and delayed posttest
raw scores

;
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Concl.usion

n4

predicting a significant difference betlveen

the means of the

tlV'O

eroups for this variable is

rejected in the immediate response situation

(! =

.541

(£!

20,20), E>

.as),

the delayed response situation

and supported in

(! =

2.95,

(Ef

20,20)

Discussion
The data in Tabl.e 5.6 show that both groups
recal.led a similar number of facts in the immediate
posttest, as demonstrated by the means
~

C =

.95) which were not

~~gnificantl.y

(~

E = .71

different.

The recalled facts were organized by the Experimental
group according to the report structure, whereas
the recalled facts for the Control. group showed
no structure, but were random recalls.

However,

in the delayed posttest, the Experimental group
showed a decrease in the number of facts recalled

lM

E

=

.14) contrary to the Control group 1 s

significant increase (~ C = 1.52).

The tests both dea1t with mate.:t'ia1 l'lhich the
children had identified as unfamiliar on the topic
questionnaire.

The accuracy o:f the answe.I's on the

questionnaire, on 1..-hich the testiilg materials were

lOJ
based, is perhaps a factor warranting further
investiffation.

The number of facts recalled by

. the Control group

l-ias

not isolated to one or

ttofO

students 1 but spread across the whole group, which

seemed to suggest general topic familiarity.

It

was f'elt that this topic may have been treated in
class by the teacher after the questionnaire had
been given.

The recalled facts were not only the

main ideas.

Many of' the S's in the Control group

recalled details in both of the texts.

For

example, in the text on the Tuatara, S's in the
Control group recalled that:

1. The animal. is a l.izard.
'

2. It has a third eye on the top of' its head,.

J.

It is 60c~ long.

4. It is

5·

found in New Zealand.

The lizard moves sl.owl.y.

6. It uses its third eye like a thermostat to
regulate the amount o~ sunlight it absorbs.
,. The creature is nearly extinct.

These seven

~acts

were typical

o~

those

recalled in the Control groupS's in the delayed
posttest.
£acts.

Some S's recalled as many as 10 or 11
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J.tost importantly, it should be noted that
the f'acts l..rere randomly recalled, and did not
represent any structure.
connection can be made

in

Centainly then, no
this case:

llii

th text

structure instruction, as the Control group had
not been exposed to such instruction.

Although

the hypothesis f'or recall of' facts is supported
f'or the delayed posttest, it seems likely that this

occurred for another reason and cannot be

att;ributed to a text structure ef'f'ect.

Qng further consideration is that, in trying
to apply the structure which they had been taught,

the Experimental group had more dif'f'iculty
recalling the unfamiliar material than the Control
group who were not trying to do two tasks at once,

that is,

(a} under~tand the un:famil:l.ar material,

and ,(b) restructure at the same time.

overall, except €or the delayed posttest
with un€amiliar material, both groups recalled
similar numbers of facts for familiar and unfamiliar
material.

Therefore, literal comprehension of the

text was not guided by :familiarity of the topic or

•,
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knowledge of text structure.

Summary of Findings

This Chapter has presented findings relevant
to

tlV'O

aspects of comprehension.

These findings

relate to:
1. transformational. comprehension, namely the
restructuring of unstructured text through writing, and
2o literal comprehension, namely the recall of
facts.
In both cases, data lotere col.J.ected using familiar

and unfamiliar content material in the immediate
and delayed testing situations.

The evidence provided by the data lV"hich tested

the hypotheses of this study showed that text
structure instruction had an important effect on
comprehension by producing changes in the higherorder skills, but had no effect on the low-level
comprehension skills.

For example, the data

indicated that S's who had been instructed in report
text structure were able to use their kn01'1ledge of'
that structure to reorganize an unstructured text,
thereby illustrating the organizational principles
that are important in the

c~~lstruction

and demonstrating competent reading.

o:f a report,
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It was apparent from the statistical evidence
that conscious use of' text struct:ure knowledge
occurred ld th both familiar and unfamiliar content

material, and that it had staying power, as
evidenced by scores in the delayed posttest.

There was, ho\.,eVer, no evidence in this study,
to suggest that knowledge and use of' text structure
improves the number of' facts remembered.

Indeed,

the evidence of' the data collected f'or recall of'

facts using unfamiliar material, in which the
Control group signif'icantl.y outperformed the

Experimental g-roup shO\ied that text structure was

not a contributing factor for memorization at all.

Overall., the findings provided the bases :for

the support or rejection of' the hYPotheses, as follows:

Hypothesis

Variables

!!1

Text Structure
Instruction-restructuring of:
text, f'amiliar text

H1,!.

= J!(.05

Supported

1[2

Text structure
Instruction-restructuring or
text, unramiliar
text

H2.!_

= J!(.05

Supported

Results

Supported
or Re ected
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HJ

Text structure
instruction-recall of :facts,
f'amiliar

1{4

HJ!

= )2).05

Rejected

H4!

= l2>·05

Rejected

te~n~

Text structure
instruction-recall of f'acts,

(for
immediate
response)

unf'amiliar text
t

= )2<· 05

Supported

(for
delayed

response)

lOB

CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION OF SIGNII<'ICANT I"INDINGS,
AND CONCLUSIONS, LDIITATIONS, INPLICATIONS
At~D FUTURl~ RBSEAHCH

Introduction
The prime aim of this study \'las to investiga.te
the influence o:f prior }(fiO\iledge of' expository

text structure on comprehension in young children.
The stimulus for the exploration into this area
came from the idea that prior l<nmiTledge influences

comprehension and that text structure is part o:f
a reader's prior knoliledgc.

Accordingly, this study \'las based on the major

hypothesis that conscious use of text structure
would reflect in the reading performance of young
children in terms of' the higher order skills o£

comprehension and in recall o:f facts.
:focussed on S's in Year Three

~or

The study

two reasons:

1.. Fe1-1 previous studies dealing w·ith expository

text structure a.nd comprehension involve children
younger than Year Five.
2. Young children can learn and use text
structure as a tool f'or comprehension.
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Procedures w·ere applied to ef'f'ect internal
and external vulidi ty of' the experiment by

controlling the relevant subject and task variables.

In the scoring of the S's' responses, no variation
in the scoring procedures was made, in order to

increase the reliability of the testing instruments,
lV"hich had been previously trialled.

General Discussi·on of' Findings
and Conclusions

Restructuring of' Text Data - Familiar J.laterial

The hypothesis concerning the restructuring of'
text data lii th familiar material l-Ias supported.

Very significant differences in the means of' the
raw score

differences of' the

tlV'O

groups showed

that the instruction of' text structure made a
dif'f'erence to comprehension in terms of' restructuring
of text data.

After the instruction, the S 1 s in

the Experimental eroup were able to restructure an
unstructured report text by '"riting a report which
:f'ollowed the oreanizational principles of that text
type.

In doing so,

the S 1 s demonstrated that they

had cognitively rel'iorked and re-ordered the f'acts
within the text, and were able to re-create a mental
and tangible model of' the passage '"hich adhered to
the elements of report structure.
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The scores of the Experimental group from the

post and the delayed posttests were substontially
increased, indicating that, even \d th a time delay,

the S's were able to bring an organizational report
f'rame\'lork to bear on unstructured material.

It

seems likely then that the S's had acquired a
mental frame\'lork which enabled them to hierarchically

organize the information.

They were able to do this

on topics \'lhich \'lere very dissimilar,

that is, one

text on the 1'uatara and the other on Soils.

It

\Vas

instruction

therefore concluded that text structure
\ias

a main factor influencing comprehension

at the transformational level, that is, restructuring
and re-ordering of text.

In addition, it was

concluded that knowledge of' text structure can be
taught ef'f'ectively to Year Three students and that
they are able to retain and use that knO\Y'lede;e over
time.

Restructurin&' of' Text Data - Unfamiliar Haterial.
An analysis of' the data obtained in this study

relatint;· to this aspect of' comprehension \Y'ould
suggest that kno1Y'ledge of' a text 1 s structure has
a major inf'lucnce on comprehension whether the topic
is f'amil.iar or not.

In this study,

the test on

lll

this aspect of' comprehension resulted in a
probability level of' E
These data

shm~

= .000

(at posttest stage).

that S 1 s l'lho retain the structure

format within their netl... ork of' prior

knowledge~

can and do use that structure to more competently
comprehend unf'amiliar material.

These S 1 s \'lOre

able to restructure unstructured material throueh
writing, \V"hich reflects the highest form of'
comprehension.

The delayed posttest results gave further
support to the idea that text structure know·ledge

is lasting, and that, once it is assimilated into
the readers' schemata, it equips readers with an
ef'f'ective strategy f'or comprehending material which

is not topically part of' their cognitive domains.
These data give some support to the idea that
knowledge

o~

l'lithout the
~inding

text structure may aid comprehension

bene~it

o~

topic

~amiliarity.

runs counter to the conclusion reached by

Kintsch l1982J that content
necessary component
Certainly the two

~or

~amiliarity

is a

expository text comprehension.

~actors,

that is text structure

knOlll'ledge and topic :familiarity,

together provide

readers with a solid :foundation :for
reading.

This

ef~ective

liOlll'ever, structure knolll'ledge alone does
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allow the reader to attack an unfamiliar text and
re-shape it, even if lexical limitations inhibit
total understanding.

The conclusion reached from this study then,

is that text structure knm'iledge enhances comprehension
'"hether the content is f'amili.ar or not.

Recall of' Facts - Familiar Material
This study rejected the hypothesis that text
structure instruction would improve the S's literal
comprehension, as demonstrated by the recall of
facts, using topically familiar material.

Some

suggested reasons for this finding have been stated
previously (see Chapter Five).
study

~hawed

The results of' this

that, although S's were able to

convincingly demonstrate

knowled~e

of text structure,

(which acted as a framework for the recall of main
ideas of the texts), they were not able to use
those main ideas as a retrieval aid for connected
ideas, and hence recall any detail.

One explanation

of the lack o£ detailed recall is that, as immature
readers, perhaps not adept in the skills o£
chunking, rehearsing and "in-head" organization o£
in£ormation, it is possible that the cognitive
demands o£ restructuring and recall o£ anything

llJ
more than the main ideas were too great for S's
at this age level..
r,_,:,~arch by

This is discussed in previous

Neyer {1975) 1ihich shOl'lS that structure-

sensitive readers recall more main ideas·. than

Similarly, Taylor (1982) found that

details.

S' s w·ho are sensitive to text structure form a
macrostructure for texts, which i.n this study, 1o/'ere

Thus, it would seem likel.y that the

all reports.

S 1 s who had developed a schema for report text
structure had a goal to remember only the important
information of' the text in correct sequence.

Despite the fact that, in this study, the S's

were on topically familiar grQund, i t

wa~

evident

that topic f'amiliari ty and structure knoldedge
together did not provide the basis f'or greater

literal comprehension.
di~~ercnces

This is

re~lected

between the mean scores

o~

in the

the

Experimental and Control groups, which were not
significant, at either the post or delayed recall
times.

Indeed, it was

~t~l t

that concentration on

the structure may have lessened the S 1 s ability
to recall

~acts.

Thus, it was concluded
instruction

o~

~rom

the data,

that

report structure does not enhance
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literal camp rehension with familiar content material

in Year Three children.

Recall of Facts - Unfamiliar Material
Students in both the Experimental and Control
groups l'lere not able to recall more facts in the

immediate posttest on unfamiliar text.

It was

hypothesized that there l'lould be a significant
difference betl'leen the means of the two groups on
recall of facts.

As shown previously,

this hypothesd.s

was rejected for the immediate response situation,
based on the lack of significance between the means
of the raw score dif'f'erences.

Hob•ever, in the delayed posttest situation,

S 1 s in the the Control group demonstrated a
significant increase in the number of' facts recalled.
The Control group was not part of' the experimental
treatment in any way, there£ore any improvement in
the number o£ £acts recalled from unfamiliar
material cannot be attributed to text structure
instruction.

The increase in the number of facts

was spread amongst the whole group, which could
~uegest

that the topic was likely to have been

treated in detail shortly before the delayed
posttesting.

Had this been knolm to be the case,
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a

di~ferent

reading selettion would have been

used.

,The S' s

t~ho

had been exposed to the treatment,

that is, the Experimental eroup, recalled correctly
structured main ideas, as they had dohe with

,,familiar topic material.

In fact,

the Experimental

group recalled more facts from unfamiliar text at
the immediate posttest stage than it had done from
familiar materiaL

Also, tbr i r del.ayed posttest

scores for unfamiliar and familiar material were
almost identical.

The Control group scored higher on unfamiliar
texts in both posttests.
were ranQomly recall.ed.

However, their facts
I.t is possible that a l.ack

of' text structure kno1'11edge allowed for a high

number of facts to be remembered.

Consideration

must be given to the idea that one task, that is,
recalling f'ucts,

\tas easier :for the Control group

than the t\tO tasks, namely restructuring text and
recalling :facts, set f'or the Experimental group.
The Experimental group demonstrated an adherence
to structure at the expense of' literal comprehension,
lthich suggests that text structure instruction may
have got in the ltay of' f'act recall.

This aspect
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\'IOUld need further clarification through subsequent

experiments.

Overall, topic familiarity made no

difference to the number of facts recalled.

Summary of' Conclusions
Restructuring of Text
An analysis of the data in this study ,.,auld

suggest that Year Three children can be tauc:;:ht

expository text structure by explicit instruction.
Once the structure is

a~similated

into their

schemata, they then have a useful text processing
strategy which provides for more meaningful
interpretation of' texts through the··hi.gher order
levels of' comprehension.

This

\ias

demonstrated by

the S's in the Bxperimental group of' this study

in the short and long term usinG both topically
:familiar and unfamiliar material.

The results of'

testine S' s on restructuring unstructured texts
through lotriting were very signif'icant.

The levels

of' signif'icn.nce lothich were attained_ imply a cause
and ef'f'ect relationship bet\'lecn text structure
instruction ·anti comprehension.

Indeed, :it was the

knmotlcdgc of' the structure of' report texts lothich
enabled· S' s to transf'orm their gist of' ideas into
lotell structured coherent corilpositions, thus taking
them f'ar beyond comi.Jrehension at the literal level.
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It is concluded therefore,

that knol.rledge

and use of' expository text structure does enhance
comprehension in young children by enabling them
to re::;tructure unstructured material through writing,
and that this applies to familiar and unfamiliar
topic material.

Hecall of' Facts

The data pertainina to this aspect of'
comprehension revealed that, in this study, text
structure alotareness did not eenerate more recalled
f'acts from texts nsi:1g both familiar and unf'amiliar

material.

This held'true f'or the immediate post-

testinG situation and for the delayed posttest
using f'amiliar material.

Hol.,.ever, it '"as not the

case in the delayed posttest \'lith unfamiliar

material.

Reasons for this result have been

discussed previously.

In all cases, structure a'vare students recalled
the main ideas of the texts in correct report
format, whereas students \Vho were not a\vare of
structure employed random retrieval of ideas.
HO\vever, use of text structure did not enhance

S's memory for the subordinate text ideas.
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The data do not show a cause and ef'f'ect

relationship bet,.,reen text structure instruction
and recall of' f'ucts.

The structure, in this case,

,.,as possibly an inhibiting :factor f'or fact recall.

It was concluded therefore, that text structure
instruction

did not enhance literal comprehension

in young children nnd that topic f'umiliarity was not
connected to the number of' f'acts recalled.

Limitations of the Study
This study soucht to confirm three assertions:

1. That expository text structure could be
effectively taught to children in Year Three.

2. That instruction of text structure would
enhance transformational and literal comprehension
by the organization of' facts.

J.
chi~dren

That text structure instruction would equip
in Year Three liith a permanent strategy ror

comprehending material that is topically ramiliar or not.

The investigation or these assertions required
an experimental design tihich required control over
certain variables.

As rar as

pos~ible,

these controls

liere exercised, but this study must be seen as the
basis ror further investigations into the instruction

or

text structure 1d th youne children.

In the

folloldne sections 1 various limitations are discussed.
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Population
A major problem in the data collection was to
ensure that class teachers did not interfere and

thus influence the S's awareness of' text factors.
There is a potential in this type of' design f'or this

to have occurred, therefore mora rigorous control.
in a further study "''auld be an enhancing requirement.
Also, in an ef'f'ort to match an economically and
socially homogeneous population,
\~ere

available.

:fe\~er

students

The numbers ,.,.ere further reduced

by matching the S's comprehension performance.
This resul.ted in a smaller sample population than
\'las desirable for more sophisticated analyses.

Heading Comprehension Performance
Heading comprehension performance was based
entirely on the results o:f the Proeressive Achievement
Test.

Although this test is theoretically suitable

f'or Year Three level, it \...as f'el t

that the S' s \iere

too young to handle the complicated f'o:nnat of the
bookl.et and answer sheet which l'l'as in multiple choice
:form.

Overall,

the scores were low,

and it was

believed that the f'ormat of' the test hindered many
S' s.

A di:fferent comprehension test \iould be used

in £urther studies with chilUren of this age level.
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Topic Familiarity
Topic f'arniliari ty \'las assessed using a

questionnaire.

It was a broad means of' establishing

topic familiarity, and as the study progressed, it
1.ras felt that more attention -should have been given

to this instrument, in order to establish accurate
results.

Future research concerning topic

f'amiliari ty would need a finely-tuned instrument lV"hich
,.,.auld appropriately assess this area.

Testing Instruments
In this study,

the children ,.,.ho 1'/ere the S' s

were required to compose a structured report.

There

were some children who clearly were agitated by the

task, based on their own inhibitions about writing.
Perhaps the testing procedure should have involved
two methods, for example, composition and questionanswer or interview.

Dirrerent results may have

been achieved had the testing allotoJed ror l.ant;'Uage
expression in more ways than just composition.

Implications
Introduction
This study sought to anslll'er speciric
questions about children and comprehension.

The
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findings have implications regarding:
1. reading theory

2. tlle teaching of' reading comprehension in

classrooms
3. further research
It is believed that this study can contribute to
the above areas by providing a direction for more
conclusive future resoarch.

Implications for Reading

~heory

Jltany studies concerning children's comprehension
of expository material support the idea that

exposition is less likely to be understood and

remembered than narratives (Muth, 1987; Nelms &
Newby, 1985; Taylor, 1982).

Children develop a

schema for stories at an early age because they
are constantly exposed to narratives.

This study

focussed on the idea that young children could also
be exposed to exposition in order to develop a
schema f'or specif'ic text types.

Ho1oever, it was

asserted that repeated exposure was not enough.
Young children should also be taught the comprehension
skills and strategies f'or meaningful interpretation
of exposition.

Research by Nason (1984) and

Tierney and Cunningham (1984) supports this idea.
It lll'as shown in this study that this lY"as achievable,
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and that text structure instruction provided a
lever for children to organize incoming textuol
information,

thereby demonstrating a high level of'

co~prehension.

It was ~ound that text structure

knowledge had staying power, and that is could be
used equally ef'f'ectively Ni th unf'amiliar as \llel.l as

familiar material.

'fhe implication for reading theory then is
that young children can acquire kn0111ledge and

sensitivity to expository structure despite their
immature processing sldlls and l.imi ted knOl.rledge

base.

They can, with appropriate instruction,

attain levels of' comprehension which bring about
richer meaning f'rom texts.

This is a necessity

f'or comprehension of' exposition, and foundations
which are laid early may eliminate reading
difriculties in later years, and produce truly
effective readers.

This study 1vould suggest that a positive
direction to take would be to explore the structures
of yarious expository text types and comprehension,
in order to establish which structures can be
acquired and used by young children f'or meaningrul
l.earning.
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Impl.icati.ons for Teaching Heading Comprehension in
Classrooms

The findings of this study suggest that teaching
methods lV"Pich focus on the organization of information

are relevant in the development of higher order
comprehension skill.s.

Certainl.y the organizational.

patterns of texts need to be taught by explicit
instruction.

Consistent attention to the development

of skills \.rhich aim at recognizing und using

structure is the key to the higher levels of'
comprehension \V"hich are required for exposition.

Wider use of strategies such as Language

Reconstruction (Sl.oan & Latham, 1981}

1

where

sequencing of the text emphasizes key words,
connectives and discourse markers shoul.d be made so
that readers rret a

'f'ee1' f'or the text's f'ramellork.

Teaching hierarchical summaries and generating
questions that connect ideas serve to highlight
the text's structure, and should be part of' the
teaching programme.

~lost

importantly,

should deliberately arouse a context

teachers

~or

learning,

so that prior know·ledge of' content and text structure
may relate to nell material.

One strategy, that is

Predicted Substantiated Silent Discourse Reading
(Sloan & Lntham, 1981) is one
the new to the

l~nown

~orm

of' connecting

by generating readers'

l24
predictj.ons about the text.

This strategy can, of

course, be manipulated to highlight the structure
of the text, '"hich then provides a f'rnmework in
\llhich the incoml.ng information fits.

Language games such as \ifho Am I"l in which a
number of' facts \.;hich are org;;1nized into structure

components of a particular text are ·given as clues,
with children filling in the missing slot (and hence
the structure component) are fun and meaningful to
young children.

Having children generate their

Olll'n

structure games is a positive \'lay of' reinforcing

organizational skills.

Underlying the notion of' teaching structure
to young children is the important need for the
availability of' expository material in Junior
Primary classrooms.

'l'eachers should f'amiliarize

young children l'li th content area textbooks just as
much ati they are kno\m to do with narratives.

This study supports the idea that the development
o~

the higher order comprehension skills necessary

f'or understandinc expository material should be
tausht to chil.dren in Junior Primary classrooms
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and exposure to exposition should occur from the
bas-inning of primary school..

Given the importance

of expository text to children's successful

learning throuahout school, Pearson's ll984, p. 50)
"frontal assault" strategy in \'fhich text structure

is systematically taught and practised may be the

most promising solution yet.

Implications f'or l•'urther H.esearch
This study

1o1as

concerned

1d th t1.,ro

aspects of'

comprehension, namely, restructuring of' texts and
recall of facts.

The purpose of' this study

\ias

to

investieate the effect of teaching expository text
structure on comprehension in Year Three children.

In extending this particular study, it is
suggested that a largf!T population be u::;ed.

Alternatives to the P.A.T. Comprehension test should
be considered as a means of' establishing
comprehension perf'ormance.

~;enei:al

The problem of' f'amiliar

and unf'amiliur texts \iould need to be tackled i
perhaps the U!::le of' a less clear structure than

roport, for example, procedure, might get over the
problem of' topi.c f'runiliarity.

Thi~

study was considered the basis f'or further
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research into the effects on comprehension of
teaching different types of expository text
structures to young children.

Through the study,

another area l'lhich represents l'iorthl17hile consideration
has emerged, that is, an exploration of instructional
methods :for improving the comprehension skills
necessary for exposition, in young children.

It is believed that the study of comprehension
of exposition and young children has barely been

tapped.

One thing is clear, however.

Expository

text dif'f'iculty needs to be broken do\m into
manageable pieces if' young children are to learn
and master the skills and strategies lihich enable
them meaningfully to comprehend exposition.
Teaching text structure may be viewed as one such
manageable piece.
ways

o~

developing strategic skills

comprehension
area

o~

Further studies which explore

o~

research.

~or

the

exposition represent a promising
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Concluding

Summar~

The general purpos-e of this study was to
determine ,.,.hether teaching of' expository text
structure to selected Year Three children: would
enhance comprehension,

that is,

l~Tritten

restructuring and recall of facts.

text

It is asserted

that this l'ias achieved f'or the restructuring of'

texts, but not achieved for recall of facts.

Exposition presents a challenge to young

readers.

Young children need to be taught how to

meet that challenge in order to deal with any
expository printed matter ,.,.hich they may encounter
·throughout their lives.

A most important discovery

in this study was that children as young as seven

demonstrated cognitive readiness for learning and
using the skills needed for the comprehension
exposition.

o~

The liorth of" this study lies in its

value as a preliminary step towards breaking do1m
tlte barriers lihich exist between cldldren and their
comprehension

o~

textbool(s.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A

Topic Questionnaire
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SQ)il
Bet6
TooLs
~

A LOT

A FAIR BIT

NOT J.IDCH

NOTHING

_\ LO'r

A FAIR BIT

NOT J.IDCH

NOTHING

A LOT

A FAIR BIT

NOT J.WCH

NOTHING

A LOT

A FAIR DIT

l:(JT HUCH

NOTHING

A FAIR BIT

NOT HUCH

NOTHING

A FAIR BIT

NOT }!UCH

NOTHING

A LOT

ALOT

moon,ALOT

Bread

ALOT

:o~~@~U(6
sn~k6

A LOT

ALOT

NnTnrm

A li'AIH BIT

A FAIR BIT

NOT }!UCH

NOTHING

A FAIR BIT

:;oT HUCH

NOTHING

A FAIH BIT

NOT MUCH

NOTHING

----··-
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Colour6

Bighorns
Om"~.~~

, lJO

A LOT

A FAIH BI'l'

NOT !•WGil

NOTHING

A LOT

A

BIT

NOT lllUCH

NOTHING.

A LO'f

A FAIR BIT

NOT MUCH

NOTHING

A LOT

A FAIR BIT

NOT MUCH

NOTHING

A LOT

A FAin Drf

NOT

~iUCH

NOTHING

A Lo·r

A }'AIR BIT

NOT MUCH

NOTHING

A LOT

A FAIR DIT

NOT :HUCH

NOTHING

A LOT

A FAIR BIT

NOT J.IUCH

NOTHING

}i'AI~~

~6

Ea9l€1&
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Cfocodi ItS
Du~nar+s

Snakt6

.

Electricif~·=
~~oplaMs·=

~·ll.fCli

NOT

'
A FAIR BIT

,N'QT HUGH

lWTHilW

Cn~cktnG

A LOT

A FAIR BIT

NOT

~!UCH

NOTHING

Car6

A LOT

A FAil! BIT

NOT MUCH

NOTHING

..

Nam~:
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'l'esti.ng Instruments

Appendix B

Bats (Familiar)

c

Bighorns (Unfamiliar)

D

Soil (Familiar)

E

Tuatara (Unfamiliar)

F

Tools (Familiar)

G

One-humped Camel (Unfamiliar)
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LI'lvfLE HASTIFF-BAT

This tiny mammal is f'ound all over the southern
half of Australia.
It roosts in small tree-hollo,.,rs
and rock crevices.

The little mastiff-bat is an Australian animal.
It is an insectivorous flying mammal.
{Bats are
the only mammals that f'ly) •

The little mastiff-bat is a nocturnal hunter.
and skims above the treetops
catching insects for food.
Sometimes it scurries
along the ground to catch other insects.
Although
it is not blind, this bat, like all bats, has
small weak eyes. It makes high-pitched squeaks
and uses echolocation to find its way and to catch
its prey.
It can f'ly fast,

In spite of' its appearance, this little bat

is gentle to handle.
other bats.

It is only savage towards

This bat looks rather ugly and savage.
It
has long, narrow \.rings. These wings are formed
by a thin skin stretched between its long forearms
and its hind legs and tail.
The little mastiff-bat
is tiny: about the size of a mouse.
Its fur is
dark grey on top and much lighter grey underneath.
It has large triangular cars and a very f'lat head
and body.

f'rom Animal Reports
& Latham, 1989.

by Sloan

..

-----------
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BIGHORNS

Bighorns f'eed on grasses :i.n tho hi:;::-h J,\0\Ul.t~dn
pastures.
They craze in large floc~..:~~.
~::ach flock
has a leader ,,·}lo must ah1ays prove his stren(,£th.
Other males challenue him to head crashing contests.
For hours, sometimes days, t\V"O bighorns, Hi 'th
heads lm:r~red, c~l<:.r ,:;<.': each other again an•J again,
banginG" their h.<'l.rd hec:v:::; to;:;·<.?t:~.-:·r ·,dth l.oud cracks
that echo from the mountainsides.
The conte.=ts are
ov~~r only \.,rhen one of' the bighorns a;ives in.

Bighorn sheep are mountain sheep.
The f'etnalc
bighorn is a ma.li.una.l - this means that the f'emale
sucl;:lcs her young.
Bieh.orns are brlld by farmers f'or tacat and h'Ool.
They are highly valued by their 0\1/'ners.

These sheep live in the mountains nf' lll'estcrn.
North America.
The male birrhorn is lo.rrro and strong.
He has thick
curving harms loti th deep ridaes.
The f'emalc also
has horns, but they are not as long or as tiehtl.y
curled as the male's.
Bighorns have special pads
on their f'eet that grip the smooth rock.
This means
they can keep their b::.l:;nc<! on the steep slopeS
and narrow ledees.
These special. pads enable a
bighorn to leap f'rom one si~e of' a deep gorge to the
other and n~vor lose its f'ooting.

Adapted i'rom 11 Animalr; of' the
'lol'l(1 11 by Victoria Crenson,
Qttehheimer ?ublishers 1
Tokyo (1988) p, 69.
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SOIL

Soil feeds and houses a variety of' animals,
such as earth\'lorms, ants, beetles, slugs and
centipedes. It protects animals such as rabbits,
f'oxes and moles, who burrow deep into the layers to
hide and give birth to their young. Soil also
promotes growth in plants.

Soil contains S<md, clay, stones, mineral
salts, humus (decayed plant and animal. material),
bacteria, Nater and air.
Sub-soil ha.s very little
humus. Top-soil is darker because of' the humus in
it.

Soil is important f'or plant and animal g-ro1.;th
and its fertility effects us all.

Soil is not a living material. It is bits of'
rock broken dO\'ln by the action of' water, heat and
plant erowth.

Soils of different kinds are f'ound all over

the countries of' the \Wrld.
Soil is all around us beneath our f'ect, in valleys ant! hills, and high in
the mountains.

\v'ritten by z. Johnson.
(adapted from a leaf'let
distri~uted by the Dept.
of' Acrriculture - no details
given}.
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The tuatara is f'ou.."ld only in :"J"··II' Zealand.

Even

there, it is rare.
This remarkable reptile has remained practically
unchanged i'or 180 million. :r~~ars.

T:te tua tara is a lizard-J.il::e reptile.

It is

one of' the most int:ere::;"(;i ..... a o:f trha.t is

J~:-l:;·..-.1

r:.s

livinG f'osoils, and it is also an endangered species.

The tuatara moves slowly.

It lives to 100 or more.

Some tuataras have lived ror JOO years. It feeds
on insects such as moths and beetles 111'hich it
che1'/S.

slo;..rl~t,

eati··t.;.
~ihic:t

T~te

A

sometir:tes ?alling

aslC'}~

1..rllile

tuatara breathes once cver)r 7 seconds

i.:; sJ.o;\•er than a

hib~::."'lta.ting

lizard.

tua tara is about 60cm l.ong, and although

it looks like a lizard, i t is verY.
the details o:f its body.

dif'f'erc~1.t

in

This reptile has the

remains of' a Jrd oyr) on top of' i J.;s

~\Cad.

This

eye possibliY registers solar radiation and controls
the amount of' time -the tuatara can spend in the
sunlit:ht.

Adapted f'rom Cold Blooded
Animals by J.l. Burton. (1985)

1J6
TOOLS

Tools are all around us.

They are used

evcry;,.hcrc, cvf:ryday.

'fools are found nt

~!1c

at sc:1.·J•.1! 1 ni: building

home,

:in

cartt~l:!,

sites, at road worl-::s be as simple
a

l:S

a

everyl'llH~rc.

n~edlc

They can

or as com:.:ol:i..catcd a:>

co1:::_Juter.

:r.lan has used tools since pre-historic times.
Tools can be made in many ways.

They are

instruments for making a particular job
easier.

They are things like spoons, pencils,

. lotheels, hammers and scissors.

Tools make work easier.

They carry, lift, dig,

cut, mix, stir, hammer, dril.l, stitch, dra1v
and paint.

\Jeapons are tools -

they were made

so man could def'end himself'.

The

history of tools is

~~

intercstincr study,

starting :from the Stone Age and onding \'lith the

present day.

Even though thousands of" tools

have been invented, the one which is thought
to be the most important is the l'iheel..

Tools are made out of" natural materials such
as stone, bone, stick, leather and metals, or
r.tan-macte material such as plastics and fibreglass.
done.,

They are shaped to suit the job to be
Some are round,

others long and flat,

lofhilst others are pointed and sharp.

·,

...
tiri tten by Z. Johnson

l:J7
ONE-HUMPED CAt-IEL

The one-humped camel is :found in the sandy
ridae dU..!"les oZ central Australia.

Camels can cover many kil.ometres across hot
dry deserts td th only a li ttl.e :food and '-rater.

They are able to wal.k easily in sand because
of' the soft pads ori their :f'eet.
hump holds a store o£ f'at.

The camel's

This is a reserve

supply of' :food and can last up to six- months.
After a long trip h'ith little f'ood,

hump almost disappears.
~rot'/s
f)f w.tf"v'

it soons

again.

the camel. 1 s

lofith plenty of' :food,

Cnmels can drink 100

li.tres,o\at a time.

The one-humped camel is a l.arge desert animal.
It· is a herbivorous mammal.

The camel is not a native of' Austra.lia.

It

was brout here from the 1850s om.,.ards because

it was ideal f'or Australia's desert areas.
'There are no'" up to 25,000 one-humped

came~s

in Australia.

This mammal is tall and has long l.egs.

It

has one hump on its back and a short 1 hairy
coat that is bro.'"n to grey in col.our.

The

one-humped camel has thick, heavy oyeJ.ids '"hich

it useS to !.:eci> the

s:~.:td

out of' itn eyes.

It

can cl.osc its nostrils to protect them during
sandstorms.

Adapted !'rom Animal. Heports
by Sloan and Latham, 1989

);
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APPENDICES

Treatment Activities

Appendix H

lfhat

Am

I?

I

Reporter

J

Language Reconstruction
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OJU\L GANES
l<lhat Am I?

Clues are given orally to children.

The

teacher usually starts this game ofT, but very
quickly the children generate their

hence mentally compose a report).

01'ln

clUes (and

Clues match the

structure components of' the report text type, with
one structure component, namely the classification,
missing.

Children not only have to listen f'or the

clues to determine the object, but also to monitor
the speaker, so that he/she gives the correct
structure cl.ues in the right order.
~orf'eits

'fhc child

his turn if he gives a clue out of' correct

order, and does not f'ollow the report f'rame1v-ork.

For example:
Description:

I

have t\io large black ears, a

high voice and a thin tail.
Place/Time:

I live in America and you of'ten

see me on television.
Dynamics:

I

sing, dance, and do all kinds of'

magical things to entertain children.
Concluding statement:
all over the \'lorld love me.
lfhat/lfho am I?

Children and grown-ups

lhO
ORAL GAMES

Reporter

Ch.ildren f'orm groups of f'ive.
gives each group a topic.

The teacher

In the.ir groups, children

must orally generate a report about the topic.

To

do so, each child gives a sentence about tile topic,
follO\'I.;_ng the structure components of' a report.
Eacll group presents its report orally, while the
rest of the class listens that the information is
given following the correct frameworlt.

r~hild

ren

vote on the best report at the end, based on both
the information and tJ1e correct structure.

This game can involve writing.

Children wr.ite

their reports in groups and one group member
presents the report on behalf of' the rest.
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LANGUAGE RECONSTRUCTION

In the Language He construction

~-cti vi tes

in

the treatment sessions, children lll'ere required to

cut and paste an unstructured text (as in the one
on Sharks) in the correct framework of a report,
thus organizing the information into the five
components of':
Cl.assif'ication

Description
Place/Time
Dynamics

Concluding statement.

SHAKkt>

~..AA/'\._,.r
''

Shacks fud maitll~ 011 ~ish (both
alive. t\n~ ~e.aa) tina o~ ~"~ cre.a-h.u,.e~.
/1o(;;l~ u- +N. h~(, whal.e, sMrl< .fuol~ o!"\
1
ve.:r~ ~m~ll planh~ omd 0\f'l iW\t'lt~ 1 Cti ~~~ . piMk~
.5haif"kS can ~H-ad<. huma~~ who 4Y"e. Da+hillj
i(\ +hf.. Wt\-1-u'.
~
•

SW1.n

•

lfl

oc.e.ans ttnd

Wttfm

1he, shati<. i~ ~ cold bloodu-4 ~sh w•fh
~ back bon.e, . &catl4 Se. c~ Its ~GI( ~
it-- i'5 eotlltd ~ vu+e-b~+e.. 1he.ir
)

r.e..i@l.~ill£-6 are- s+in9nA~s.

Shetrks 04Ve. 6: f~tlrn-tioA

mos.+

.fuoc i ol..\5 ~ ·~4\e- ~

o.t be.;oq &
t.tni Mo. T5.

Sharks have. smoo+h skin unlike.. mo5+
~i~h whic..h M\/t- <Sc.a le6. J'Tht. sh~lfk hfA<$,
~M'~l llow'5> e* +w+h. "the.~ ~·s,h ~if\
~ G\'5> ~UNJII @l~. 3o(.m

I~·S

l'l'le..tre~ •

.

or

ll\s·lar-~e. '\'S

]:)ILOT STUDY l'i'OH.K SAJI1PLE

This passage on the Honey Bee (Sloan & Latham,
1989), in unstructured report form, ,.,.as given to six
Year Three children to read.

They were asked to write

down whatever they could remember from the passage.
The exercise served to demonstrate ,.,.hether the
passage's length, vocabulary and concepts were
appropriate for the children, and whether they would
impose a structure in order to recall facts.

The example of one child's work showed some
structure in report form and indicated that the
language and ideas from the passage were literally
comprehended and recalled.

THE HONEY BEE
}lost people like the honey that the honey bees work
so hard to make.
The honey bee is bright yellow and ore,nge. It is
12mm long and has six legs. The honey bee has three
separate body parts.
The honey bee is an insect.
These bees collect nectar !'or honey. They dance on
the honeycomb to show the other bees where the best
f'lo,.,.ers for nectar are. Honey bees may fly 20,000 lc.m
to collect enough nectar for 500g of' honey.
TI1is insect lives in all parts of Australia.

F
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